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From Editor’s Desk
As a continuum of our pursuit to harness the full
potential of country’s maritime sector, Institute of
Maritime Affairs (IMA) is endeavoring to co-ordinate
with the important segments of the Sector in order to
identify the gaps, devise the corrective measures and
create synergy among the stakeholders towards a
common objective. NCMPR, the custodian of Maritime
News Digest (MND), has its primary focus to co-ordinate
the maritime activities taking place at Karachi. Naval
Headquarters have decided to establish NCMPR,
Islamabad Chapter to facilitate co-ordination with policy
making entities and various “Think Tanks” at Islamabad.
Capacity building and skill development in Maritime
ﬁelds remains one of the major challenges faced by
Maritime Sector. In this regard, NCMPR (KCI) has
contributed through MBA, Diploma and Certiﬁcate
programmes which shall be further enhanced by Bahria
University Karachi Campus. I am certain that over joint
and focused pursuit will help in bringing the Maritime
Sector into national mainstream.

projects for enhancing the operational capabilities of naval
platforms. Particular emphasis is being accorded to
indigenous development, where the future engineers have
the foremost role to play. The Naval Chief appreciated the
role of Pakistan Navy and NUST for contributing in
promoting education in the country. He also praised the
participation of PNEC students in reﬂecting softer and
progressive image of Pakistan at international level through
participation in international events, Students Exchange
Program and research & development. Earlier in his
welcome address, R/Admiral Imran Ahmad, Commandant
PNEC welcomed and thanked the Chief of the Naval Staff.
PNEC has established strong linkages with more than 50
renowned national and international industries. Students
get hands-on experiences through internship programs and
industrial visits. In 2017, Team of PNEC participated in two
international competitions and won the awards. He advised
graduates to have faith in their capabilities and follow the
core values of faith, integrity, courage and duty in their
professional and personal pursuits. According to BRICS
ranking, NUST is on 159th rank among top universities in
Asia. He stressed upon the graduates to put in their best in
their future pursuits and contribute towards national
development and projecting soft image of Pakistan.

Rear Admiral Mukhtar Khan HI(M)
Pak Navy Ship to Arrive in Shanghai on Goodwill,
Training Mission
29th Convocation of Pakistan Navy Engineering
College
Source: The News
29th November 2017

To commemorate the academic accomplishments of
students, 29th Convocation of the Pakistan Navy
Engineering College (PNEC), a constituent college of
National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST) was
held here at the Bahria Auditorium on Wednesday. Admiral
Zafar Mahmood Abbasi, Chief of the Naval Staff was the
Chief Guest while Lt General (Retd) Naweed Zaman, Rector
NUST and Rear Admiral Ather Mukhtar, Commander
Karachi graced the occasion and conferred degrees to the
graduating students. In total, 342 graduates were awarded
degrees including six PhD, 37 Masters and 299 received
bachelor degrees in the disciplines of Engineering and
Management Information Systems. To acknowledge the
outstanding academic performance of students in various
disciplines, the Chief Guest awarded 26 medals to the
position holders, which include 10 President Gold Medals,
three Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medals, seven
Chancellors Silver Medals and six Rector Gold Medals.
While speaking at the occasion, Admiral Abbasi,
congratulated the students and their parents on their
success and stated that award of degree is the ﬁrst step
towards lifelong learning. He further stated that the defence
sector in general and navies in particular are becoming
increasingly technology intensive. Pakistan Navy is keeping
pace with the new dictates by undertaking development

Source: The News
23rd November 2017

A Pakistan Navy Ship SAIF arrived here on Thursday for
a goodwill visit and take part in Pakistan-China joint naval
exercise. The ship commanded by Captain Shahzad Iqbal
will be accorded a warm welcome upon its arrival at the
naval port, ofﬁcial sources told APP here on Sunday. The
welcome ceremony was participated by a large number of
senior ofﬁcials and diplomats from both the friendly
countries was held in the harbour. Upon completion of the
goodwill visit, the ship, a sword class F22 P frigates of
Chinese origin, will leave the port and take part in a training
mission along with ships of PLA Navy in the sea. The men
and ofﬁcers of the visiting ship are also expected to hold
professional discussions and interactions with their
compatriots from the PLA Navy on subjects of mutual
interest. The PNS Saif is equipped with state of the art
weapons, sensors and machinery, making it capable of
undertaking a variety of maritime operations.
Pak Navy Ship Provides Assistance to Yemeni
Cargo Stranded in Gulf of Aden
Source: The News
27th November 2017

Pakistan Navy Ship –TARIQ-- while patrolling in Gulf of
Aden observed a stranded cargo Dhow/boat namely
ABDAIHAN of Yemen. Upon investigation it was revealed

that the boat left Boosaaso (Somalia) on 10 Nov for
transporting ﬁsh to Al Mukalla (Yemen). During voyage at
sea her propulsion got non operational due to loss of
propeller.
The dhow had been drifting for the last ten days and was
left with no edibles and drinking water. Subsequently, PNS
TARIQ provided sufﬁcient food items and drinking water
along with ready meals to the crew of the dhow.
Furthermore, Yemeni Coast Guard and owner of dhow were
informed for recovery of the dhow. PNS TARIQ also
conducted towing operation for 10 hours in rough sea
condition and left the dhow close to the Somalian shores for
further assistance by Somalian authorities. Master and crew
of dhow thanked PNS TARIQ for timely assistance.
Meanwhile, Pakistan Navy Ship --SAIF -- with embarked
Z9EC helicopter visited Pattaya (Thailand) from 16-21 Nov
for participation in 50th Anniversary of ASEAN and
International Fleet Review (IFR-2017) organized by Royal
Thai Navy (RTN). Rear Admiral Zaka ur Rehman, Flag
Ofﬁcer Sea Training (FOST), represented the Chief of the
Naval Staff during this event.
Pakistan Close to Deal for Four Turkish Warships
Source: AA
25th November 2017

Pakistan is giving ﬁnal touches to its deal for acquisition
of four warships from Turkish state-owned company
MILGEM. Sources said that process was nearing completion
and construction of the ships would start in the near future.
As part of the prospective deal , two ships are likely to be
constructed in Turkey, while two are likely to be constructed
at Karachi Shipyard and Engineering Works (KSEW).
According to the sources, deliberations on technical and
ﬁnancial proposals are already underway. Sources further
said that Minister of Defence Production Rana Tanveer
Hussain discussed those proposals with Turkey’s Minister of
National Defence Nurettin Canikli during his recent visit to
Turkey. In May this year, Pakistan signed a letter-of-intent
(LoI) to procure the vessels. Design and speciﬁc
conﬁguration plans of the vessels are yet to be ﬁnalised. The
Turkish 2,300-ton MILGEM Ada corvette is designed for
anti-submarine warfare (ASW). It is armed with two triple
ASW torpedo tubes and sensors for surface and sub-surface
situational awareness, two quad-cell launchers for anti-ship
missiles (AShM), one 76mm main gun, two stabilised
weapon turrets and one Rolling Airframe Missile pointdefence missile system.
Turkish contractor Savunma Teknolojileri Mühendislik
(STM) is already working with Pakistan in two projects
including the 17,000-ton Pakistan Navy Fleet Tanker
(PNFT) and Agosta 90B upgrade programmes at the KSEW.
Pakistan is also negotiating a deal with Turkish Aerospace
Industries (TAI) for the acquisition of T129 ATAK attack
helicopters. Pakistan chose the T129 for its “plus-one” attack
helicopter requirement to complement the Bell Helicopter
AH-1Z Viper, of which 12 are on order.

Pakistan Navy Vessels Reach Iran for Joint Drills
Source: The Express Tribune
20th November 2017

Two Pakistani Navy vessels, a frigate and a sail training
ship, berthed at Iran’s southern port city of Bandar Abbas on
Monday for joint exercises, Tasnim news agency reported.
The commander of the Pakistani vessels, Khalid Pervez, said
his forces, which were on a ﬁve-day visit to Iran, would
convey the message of peace and friendship, and seek to
exchange experiences with the Iranian Navy. Describing the
navies of Iran and Pakistan as two of the most powerful in
the region, the Pakistani commander expressed hope that
such visits would strengthen ties between the two
neighbours. Admiral Hossein Azad, the commander of
Iran’s First Naval Zone, said the navies of the two country
would conduct joint drills. Pakistani and Iranian naval
groups have made several reciprocal visits in recent years.
They have conducted many joint war games in the Sea of
Oman and the Indian Ocean. In March, a Pakistani ﬂotilla
comprising navy ships PNS Tippu Sultan and PNS Jurrat
and a chopper visited Iran and participated in a joint drill
with Iranian forces at the strategic Strait of Hormuz.
Navy Celebrates 27th Raising Day of Pak Marines
Source: Pakistan Today
30th November 2017

Pakistan Navy celebrated the 27th Raising Day of the Pak
Marines in Karachi. The event was marked with various
ceremonies and activities of Pak Marines conducted at its
headquarters in Manora. Commander Coast, Rear Admiral
Moazzam Ilyas was the Chief Guest of the main ceremony.
The ceremony was reminiscent of valiant and gallantry acts
of Pak Marines and the martyrs were paid tribute by the
ofﬁcers and sailors. The families of the troops and notables
from different segments of society also attended the
ceremony. The role of CPOs/sailors of Pak Marines was also
acknowledged for motivation and encouragement to serve
the motherland and safeguard its sovereignty. Sentinels of
the Creeks along South Eastern coast and custodians of
ground-based Air Defence of important Naval and Maritime
infrastructure; Pak Marines were raised/founded in 1990
and have carried out multiple operations and tasks of
national importance since then.
To prove equal to the tasks assigned and cope with
emerging challenging situations, various offshoots of Pak
Marines were raised over the period of time. In 1999, Creeks
battalion was established and to further augment their
strength, an Air Defence battalion was also instituted in
2005. Subsequently, for security of the CPEC another
Battalion namely 3rd Force protection was established in
2012, whereas in Dec 2016 a special ‘Task Force-88’ (TF-88)
was established for maritime security of Gwadar port and
protection of associated sea lanes against both conventional
as well as non-traditional threats and 3rd marines battalion
was made part of TF-88. At present, Pak Marines is a potent
force of Pakistan Navy which is also capable of amphibious
warfare, boarding operations, search and rescue operations

and anti-terrorism operations in addition to its primary
responsibility of security of PN installations.
Commander Royal Navy of Oman Meets Chief
of Naval Staff
Source: The News
28th November 2017

Commander Royal Navy of Oman, Rear Admiral
Abdullah Bin Khamis Bin Abdullah Al Raisi visited the Naval
Headquarters Islamabad and called on Chief of the Naval
Staff, Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi. Upon arrival at the
Naval Headquarters, Commander Royal Navy of Oman was
received by Chief of the Naval Staff. A smartly turned out
contingent of Pakistan Navy clad in ceremonial dress
presented him Guard of Honour. The visiting dignitary was
then introduced to Principal Staff Ofﬁcers. Later,
Commander Royal Navy of Oman called on Chief of the
Naval Staff in his ofﬁce, where discussions on professional
matters and bilateral naval collaboration were held. Various
avenues of cooperation between the two navies were also
focused. The Naval Chief highlighted Pakistan’s
commitment and performance in ﬁght against terrorism
including participation of Pakistan Navy in Coalition
Maritime Campaign Plan (CMCP) and Counter Piracy
Operations. Numerous tenures of Command of
Multinational Task Forces 150 and 151 by senior Pak Navy
Ofﬁcers was also briefed to the visiting dignitary. A
comprehensive brief on Regional Maritime Environment &
PN’s Contribution in Regional Maritime Security was also
given to the visiting delegation. The Commander Royal
Navy of Oman highly appreciated role and contributions of
Pakistan Navy in maintaining peace and stability in the
region. This visit is expected to greatly augment the bilateral
cooperation between both navies.
Navy Chief Pays First Visit to Fleet Units at Sea
Source: The News
28th November 2017

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mehmood Abbasi
witnessed an impressive operational demo by frontline
combat units of Pakistan Navy in the North Arabian Sea. The
Admiral was on his ﬁrst visit to the Naval Fleet Units
deployed at sea since assuming command of Pakistan Navy.
Commander Pakistan Fleet, Rear Admiral Mohammad
Amjad Khan Niazi also accompanied him during the visit.
Various Pakistan Navy ships and aircraft participated in this
impressive operational demonstration. Operations Demo
was preceded by Visit Board Search and Seizure Ops during
which exclusively trained naval commandos proved their
metal. Admiral Zafar Mehmood Abbasi also interacted with
the ofﬁcers and men on board Pakistan Navy ships and
complemented them for their commitment to defend the
motherland. The Admiral lauded high operational readiness
of the ﬂeet units and urged upon the ofﬁcers and men to
remain cognizant of the changing operational dictates to
meet present and future challenges of maritime domain. He
also emphasized upon acquiring optimum readiness at all
times to successfully deal with all challenges. Chief of the
Naval Staff Admiral expressed his complete satisfaction on

the operational readiness of Pakistan Navy ﬂeet and
commended the efforts put in by all during his visit to Fleet
Units at Sea. He reafﬁrmed the resolve of Pakistan Navy to
ensure country’s seaward defence and safeguard maritime
interests of the nation at all costs.
50th Anniversary of ASEAN: PN Ship in Thailand
Source: The News
28th November 2017

Pakistan Navy Ship SAIF with embarked Z9EC
helicopter visited Pattaya (Thailand) from November 16 and
17 for participation in 50th Anniversary of ASEAN and
International Fleet Review (IFR-2017) organised by Royal
Thai Navy (RTN). Rear Admiral Zaka-ur-Rehman, Flag
Ofﬁcer Sea Training (FOST), represented the Chief of the
Naval Staff during this event. During stay at Pattaya, FOST
called on senior naval ofﬁcials from RTN and other
dignitaries including Deputy Commander in Chief RTN
Admiral Luechai Ruddit, Minister of Defence, Thailand,
General Prawit Wongsuwon and Chief of Malaysian Navy,
Admiral Tan Sri Ahmad Kamarul Zaman Bin Haji Ahmad
Badaruddin. During these interactions, FOST congratulated
Thai authorities on ASEAN's 50th anniversary and also
conveyed well wishes from the Chief of the Naval Staff
Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi to the people of Thailand in
general and Royal Thai Navy in particular.
During ship's stay at Pattaya, Commanding Ofﬁcer PNS
SAIF, Captain Shahzad lqbal PN called on Commander
Royal Thai Fleet, Admiral Rangsarit Sattayanukul, Police
Major General Anan Charoenchasri, Mayor of Pattaya City
and met other senior military ofﬁcials. IFR-2017 was one of
the major events for celebrating Golden Jubilee of ASEAN
establishment in which 36 warships from 19 different navies
participated. Furthermore, 19 Naval Chiefs and 15
representatives of naval chiefs also participated in this mega
event. PNS SAIF represented Pakistan Navy on this occasion
on invitation of Commander-in-Chief RTN. During the stay,
PN ofﬁcers and men also participated in different activities
including City Military Parade at Pattaya Beach.
Naval Chief Visits Forward Posts in Creeks Area
Near Indian Border
Source: The News
21st November 2017

Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Zafar Mahmood Abbasi
visited Pakistan Navy's forward posts in the Creeks Area
near Pak-India border, to review operational readiness of
deployed Pak Marines. Admiral Abbasi interacted with
troops deployed at the forward posts and appreciated the
morale and dedication of the troops performing their duties
in harsh topographical conditions of the Creeks Area. While
highlighting the importance of the sacred responsibility the
nation had entrusted upon them, the naval chief emphasized
the importance of high moral values, physical standards and
rigorous training. The naval chief expressed satisfaction
over the operational preparedness and combat readiness of
the troops. The CNS also reiterated Pakistan Navy's resolve
to safeguard the maritime frontiers and maritime interests

of the nation at all costs. Upon arrival, the naval chief was
received by Commander Coast, Rear Admiral Moazzam
Ilyas. Onsite operational brieﬁngs were also given to the
Naval Chief during visit to forward posts along the South
Eastern border (Sir Creek area).

Megathrust
Quake,
Tusanmi
in
Pakistan Makran Region Lurk Around

NCMPR celebrated World Fisheries Day 2017 with
Fishermen Community

Makran is Iran’s only shoreline to an open-sea: the Sea
of Oman and Indian Ocean. The greatest ever recorded
earthquake in the Persian plateau and the Makran region is
one that happened on November 27, 1945, with a
mangnitude of 8.2. It is the only recorded magnitude greater
than 8 in the Perisan Plateau. Fortunately, the quake
claimed few lives as the region had low population density.
The massive earthquake caused a large landslide along the
Sea of Oman’s coastline, and as a result four large mud
volcanoes rose out of water. The earthquake was
accompanied by a complicated fault system with many
surface ruptures and fractures.

Source: The Financail Daily
21st November 2017

National Centre for Maritime Policy Research (NCMPR)
celebrates World Fisheries Day every year by organizing
different events including seminars, awareness sessions,
workshop and carnivals etc. The Centre organizes these
activities to highlight the signiﬁcance of the day and create
awareness about ﬁsheries and life of the ﬁsherman. As part
of the World Fisheries Day 2017 celebration, NCMPR
organized a free medical camp and awareness session at
ﬁshermen village. The purpose of these activities was to
provide medical assistance and educate residents regarding
modern trends of aquaculture.
Medical Camp
National Centre for Maritime Policy Research, Bahria
University organized a medical camp on 21 November, 2017
at a ﬁshermen village, consisted of about 1100 houses, at
Bhit Island. Considering the health issues of local ﬁshermen
and insufﬁcient medical facilities, this was a timely and
signiﬁcant contribution by NCMPR for reducing the
sufferings of ﬁshermen community. The camp was
resourced with doctors and paramedic staff from PNS Shifa
Hospital, PNS Himalaya and Bahria University Karachi
Campus. Doctors provided consultancy on different health
issues related to Eye, Skin, Paeds, Gynaecology and general
diseases. Coupled with this, patients were also provided with
the best quality free medicines. M/s Getz Pharma, a reputed
name in pharmaceutical ﬁrms provided signiﬁcant amount
of medicines. In addition, few other medicines and required
accessories were purchased from local market by NCMPR.
During this camp patients were also provided with free
diagnostic tests services for Glucose and Bone Mineral
Density (BMD). A team from Dr. Essa's Laboratory &
Diagnostic Centre was also a part of this camp which
conducted tests for BMD and educated patients regarding
bone related health issues. More than 500 patients beneﬁted
from the services and facilities provided at the Camp. The
local residents were pleased to have these services at their
doorstep while various ﬁshermen associations appreciated
this initiative of NCMPR. Electronic and print media
covered the event.
The Centre also conducted an awareness session at High
School at Bhit Island. Dr. Saﬁa Mushtaq Senior Assistant
Professor along with other Marine Biologists presented
lectures on latest trends in ﬁsheries and aquaculture.
Students and teachers were very much keen to get insight of
the modern practices in ﬁshing and ﬁsheries.

Iran-

Source: Tehran Times
28th November 2017

With the occurrence of recent quakes in the Iranian
plateau, a great earthquake is waiting to hit the region at any
time. Another study, using the Makran research ﬁndings,
shows the possibility of an earthquake and tsunamin in the
Persian Gulf. This study is concerned with the experimental
relations between the length, magnitude and fault slip based
on which the parameters of tsunami sources are calculated.
After presenting a model, the maximum height of waves is
calculated based on speciﬁcations of the source and its
distance from the shoreline and coastal slopes. According to
assessment of tsunami hazard for coastal areas, the
maximum tsunami wave in the Persian Gulf can reach
heighs of 3.5 meters.
The fault source zone, located in the northern zone of the
the Persian Gulf, is very close to the shoreline and after a
possible earthquake the generated wave energies do not
have enough time to be attenuated, and therefore the wave
height is predicted at about 3 meters. The boundaries of the
Makran subduction zone are complex tectonic features. The
Makran subduction zone with 800 km length reaches to
Minab-Zendan fault, and Chaman fault from west and east
ends, respectively. Annual 4cm convergence of the Makran
zone, existence of 9 mud-volcanoes, major earthquake
occurrences, existence of 16 volcanoes along the west-east,
e.g., Kuh-Soltan volcano in Pakistan, Taftan and Bazman
volcanoes in Iran, all indicate that Makran subduction is
active. In spite of high seismicity rate in subduction zones,
earthquake occurrence rate is relatively low in the Makran
zone. Low dip of penetrating slab, groundwater and
thickness of sediments are accounted for low seismicity in
the Makran region.
PM Inaugurates Port Qasim Coal Power Plant's
Unit in Karachi
Source: Dunya News
29th November 2017

Prime Minister Shahid Khaqqan Abbassi has
inaugurated a two billion dollars coal ﬁred power plant unit
at 1320 MW Port Qasim which is a part of China Pakistan
Economic Corridor. The unit is jointly sponsored by Qatari
and Chinese ﬁrms and is anticipated to generate 660 MW

energy. Prime Minister Shaid Khaqqan Abbassi ﬂew to
Karachi to give green signal to power plant at Port Qasim,
ﬁrst to be built the port area under the umbrella of CPEC.
The PM, upon his arrivial in Karachi, was received by
Sindh’s Governor, Sindh’s Chief Minister and various other
Ministers from Sindh cabinet.
The two billion dollars project has been completed in 30
months which has commenced construction in 2015. The
project has been evidence of the friendship with the Chinese
government also it will provide cheaper electricity which has
been priority of the government. The government, the Prime
Minister has said due to network of power plants
constructed across the country has reduced the volume of
loadshedding in the country. “CPEC will not only bring fresh
investment in the country but would also create employment
for the locals in series of projects”, Khaqqan Abbasi said. The
PM also thanked the Qatari delegate who was present in the
inaugural ceremony.
Pakistanis to Get Equal Opportunity to Invest in
CPEC Economic Zones
Source: Dawn
18th November 2017

The government has decided to start construction work
at Gwadar Port by March 2018, and contrary to earlier
reports in the media, has agreed that Chinese and Pakistani
investors will get an equal opportunity to invest in economic
zones that will be established along the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC). The decision was taken at a
cabinet meeting on the CPEC, chaired by Prime Minister
Shahid Khaqan Abbasi.
The media reports had suggested that only Chinese investors
would be accommodated in the economic zones and
Pakistanis will be barred from investing there. This
assumption was laid to rest at the meeting, where the
lawmakers were told that Pakistani investors would have an
equal opportunity for investment. A spokesperson for the
prime minister said that Minister for Planning and
Development Ahsan Iqbal, who is also Interior Minister,
gave the participants of the meeting a detailed brieﬁng on
the CEPC. The participants were informed that a feasibility
study of the construction of Gwadar Port was complete, and
the construction could begin as early as March 2018. The
project will be completed in three years. Previously the
government had claimed that the project would be complete
by Dec 2018. The participants were told that the 19km-long
East Bay Expressway of Gwadar had been constructed —
14km along the shore and 5km offshore. The Southern Bay
Expressway will be completed by Jan 2017 and the Northern
Bay Expressway by Dec 2018.Regarding water facilities at
the Gwadar Port and free economic zone, the meeting was
informed that water was being provided through various
sources and means as the main reservoir of drinking water
had dried up. The projected water requirement in the free
economic zone would rise to 20 million gallons per day
(MGD) by 2018 and up to 243MGD by 2028. The present
requirement of water in Gwadar is 19MGD and it is expected
to rise up to 300MGD by 2030.

Three Pakistan Navy Ofﬁcers Promoted
Source: AA
25th November 2017

Rear Admiral Abdul Aleem and two Commodores,
namely Commodore Naveed Ashraf and Commodore Ovais
Ahmed Bilgrami have been promoted to the rank of Vice
Admiral and Rear Admirals respectively. Vice Admiral
Abdul Aleem was commissioned in Operations Branch of
Pakistan Navy in 1984. The Admiral has distinguished
career with wide ranging Command and Staff experience.
His
important
Command
appointments include
Commanding Ofﬁcer of Missile Boat and Destroyer,
Commander Combined Task Force-151 at HQ NAVCENT
Bahrain, Commandant PNS BAHADUR, Commander 25th
Destroyer Squadron, Commandant PN War College Lahore
and Flag Ofﬁcer Sea Training. His last appointment was
Commander Coast. The Admiral is a graduate of Pakistan
Navy War College, National Defence University Islamabad
and US Naval War College. In recognition of his meritorious
services, Vice Admiral Abdul Aleem has been awarded
Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Military) and Hilal-e-Imtiaz (Military). The
Admiral is presently performing the duties of Chief of Staff
(Personnel) at Naval Headquarters Islamabad.Rear Admiral
Naveed Ashraf was commissioned in Operations Branch of
Pakistan Navy in 1989. During his distinguished career,
he has served on various Command and Staff appointments.
His important
Command
appointments include
Commanding Ofﬁcer of three Destroyers, Commandant
Pakistan Naval Academy and Commander 18th Destroyer
Squadron. His Staff appointments include, Chief Staff
Ofﬁcer to Commander Combined Task Force–150 HQ
NAVCENT, Bahrain and Captain Training (Surface Wing) at
HQ FOST. Presently, Rear Admiral Naveed Ashraf is
Commanding 25th Destroyer Squadron of PN Fleet. He is a
graduate of Pakistan Navy War College, National Defence
University Islamabad and Naval Staff College USA. In
addition, he has also done Royal College of Defence Studies
Course from UK. In recognition of his meritorious services,
Rear Admiral Naveed Ashraf has been decorated with
Sitara-e-Imtiaz (Military) and Tamgha-e-Basalat.
Rear Admiral Ovais Ahmed Bilgrami was commissioned
in Operations Branch of Pakistan Navy in 1989 after
completing initial training at Pakistan Naval Academy and
Britannia Royal Naval College, Darthmouth, UK. A
Navigation specialist and Principal Warfare Ofﬁcer, he has
served on various Command and Staff appointments. His
important Command appointment includes Commanding
Ofﬁcer of Type-21 Ship.

ACTIVITY AT KARACHI PORT (15-30 November 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

16-Nov-17
17-Nov-17

99,944

14,060

114,004

141,684

46,078

187,762

18-Nov-17

126,552

30,794

157,346

21-Nov-17

286,082

64,208

350,290

23-Nov-17

127,318

27,357

154,675

24-Nov-17

89,892

52,902

142,794

25-Nov-17

65,400

22,681

88,081

28-Nov-17

154,442

54,978

209,420

29-Nov-17

93,733

30,775

124,508

30-Nov-17

127,844

13,806

141,650

Fortnightly
Total

1,312,891

357,639

1,670,530

ACTIVITY AT PORT QASIM (15-30 November 2017)
Date

Import in Tonnes

Export in Tonnes

Total

16-Nov-17
17-Nov-17

132,575

17,233

149,808

103,276

25,992

129,268

18-Nov-17

108,848

1,900

110,748

21-Nov-17

94,798

31,502

126,300

23-Nov-17

137,307

19,341

156,648

24-Nov-17

91,446

46,061

137,507

25-Nov-17

110,878

17,298

128,176

28-Nov-17

167,171

36,955

204,126

29-Nov-17

202,063

25,855

227,918

30-Nov-17

156,657

13,872

170,529

Fortnightly Total

1,305,019

236,009

1,541,028

Source: Business Recorder
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Ac vi es at Port Qasim
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Source: Business Recorder

Indian Navy Ship to Undertake Hydrographic
Survey in Tanzania
Source: Business Standards
16th November 2017

In an initiative to bolster bilateral relations with friendly
foreign countries and navies in the Indian ocean region, a
hydrographic survey ship of the Southern Naval Command
has reached Dar-es-Salaam, in Tanzania, for undertaking
joint Hydrographic Survey along with the Tanzanian Navy,
the Indian Navy said on Thursday. The ship -- INS
Sarvekshak -- reached Dar-es-Salaam on Wednesday and
will conduct a joint survey with the naval personnel of
Tanzania who have been trained in India in the National
Institute of Hydrography, Goa. During the survey, training
of Tanzanian naval personnel will also be undertaken on
advanced hydrographic equipment and practices.
The ship will visit Dar-es-Salaam harbour in Tanzania
during her stay for refuelling and replenishing stores and
provisions. Joint exercises with Tanzanian Navy are also
planned during the period of deployment. The ship will be
undertaking pioneer survey of Pemba Island which would
include detailed surveys of Port of Wesha and Kiuyo and
Pemba Channel in Tanzania, and on completion will be
proceeding to Port Louis in Mauritius in December for
survey of Grand Port.
In recent past, Indian naval hydrographic ships Jamuna,
Sutlej and Darshak have undertaken various hydrographic
surveys of Dar-es-Salaam, Zanzibar, Makoni and Port Tanga
in Tanzania. INS Sarvekshak has also undertaken various
foreign cooperation surveys in the last few years in Sri
Lanka, Mauritius, Seychelles and Kenya. INS Sarvekshak is
a specialised survey ship of the Indian Navy presently based
at Kochi and is ﬁtted with state-of-the-art survey equipment
like Deep Sea Multi-beam Echo Sounder System, Side Scan
Sonars and a fully automated digital surveying and
processing system. In addition, the ship carries an integral
Chetak helicopter which would be extensively deployed
during the survey. This ships is the second one of the
Darshak class of ships and has a complement of 15 ofﬁcers
and 175 sailors and is presently commanded by Captain
Peush Pawsey. Interestingly, the ofﬁcer -- prior to this
appointment -- was commanding INS Darshak and had
undertaken a similar survey in Tanzania in 2016.
NATO Multinational Naval Exercise Concludes in
Turkey
Source: Xinhuanet
17th November 2017

The "East Mediterranean 2017" NATO naval exercise
hosted by Turkey ended on Thursday, state-run Anadolu

Agency reported. The 10-day exercise joined by the U.S.,
Turkey, Bulgaria, Romania and Britain, was held in Turkey's
southwestern Aksaz Naval Base on the coast of Marmaris.
Some 20 warships, frigates and submarines, planes and
helicopters along with over 3,000 military personnel took
part in the drill. The training programs, including air and sea
defense operations, planning in crisis management and
cooperation among teams, were aimed to improve
teamwork at sea between the NATO allies. It was the 20th
NATO naval exercise since 1987, which ﬁrst saw this year
comprehensive training on disaster and emergency
management.
French Navy’s Fifth ASW Fremm Frigate Concludes
Sea Trials
Source: Xinhuanet
17th November 2017

The ﬁfth French anti-submarine warfare (ASW) frégate
européenne multi-mission (FREMM) frigate, Bretagne, has
successfully completed its ﬁrst sea trials in Lorient. The sea
trials were conducted to test the performance of the vessel’s
propulsion and navigation systems. Bretagne was designed
and constructed by Naval Group and was built as part of an
order placed by the Organisation for Joint Armament
Cooperation (OCCAR) on behalf of the French Defence
Procurement Agency (DGA). The sea trials involved the
participation of industrial teams led by Naval Group and
featuring representatives from the OCCAR FREMM
Programme Division, the French Navy and the DGA. The
frigate’s construction began in October 2013. A series of
additional tests and trials focusing on various systems such
as the combat management solution are scheduled to
continue over the coming weeks. The French Navy is slated
to take delivery of the ship in mid-2018. The navy previously
received the fourth ASW conﬁgured frigate, Auvergne, from
Naval Group under a planned eight-ship FREMM
programme in April. Three additional vessels, including
Bretagne, are currently under different stages of assembly
and construction at Naval Group Lorient shipyard. The
French Navy is expected to have received six FREMM by
2019. The ﬁnal two ships in the series are set to be specially
conﬁgured for anti-air warfare (AAW) operations and
delivered in 2021 and 2022 respectively.
Argentine Submarine Goes Missing in Southern
Atlantic
Source: The Drive
17th November 2017

The Santa Cruz class diesel electric submarine ARA San
Juan (S-42) belonging to the Argentine Navy has gone
missing. The boat's last known position was sent on
November 15th, 2017 from roughly 240 miles off the Gulfo

San Jorge, or about 920 miles from Buenos Aires. The vessel
had been transiting from a naval base in Argentina's
southern littoral reaches, on the Tierra del Fuego
archipelago, to the city of Mar del Plate, which is over a
thousand miles to the north. 44 sailors are said to be
onboard and an air and sea search is currently underway to
locate the submarine.
A NASA research aircraft has joined in the search for a
missing Argentine submarine and its crew and a U.S. Navy
sub-hunting aircraft is on the way. A NASA P-3 Orion is now
looking for the diesel-electric attack boat ARA San Juan (S42), which has not been heard from since Wednesday,
according to press reports from the region. Late Friday, U.S.
Southern Command announced a U.S. Navy P-8A Poseidon
left the Compalapa Air Base in El Salvador to join the search.
“U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) directed the U.S.
Navy to deploy a P-8A Poseidon multi-mission maritime
aircraft to Bahia Blanca, Argentina, Nov. 18 to support the
South American nation’s ongoing search for the submarine
A.R.A. San Juan in the waters of the Southern Atlantic,” read
a late Friday statement from U.S. Southern Command. “The
aircraft and its 21-person crew will depart El Salvador’s
Comalapa Air Base, where it was supporting counter-illicit
trafﬁcking maritime patrol operations. Once in Bahia
Blanca, they will join the ongoing international search for
the Argentinean Navy vessel and its crew, as requested by
the government of Argentina.” In addition to NASA’s P-3
and the Navy’s P-8, the Argentine Armada has dispatched
destroyer ARA Sarandí (D-13), and corvettes ARA Rosales
(P-42) and ARA Drummond (P-31).
“Detection has been difﬁcult despite the quantity of boats
and aircraft,” Argentine naval spokesman Enrique Balbi told
reporters. “Obviously, the number of hours that have passed
— two days in which there has been no communication — is
of note.” U.S. defense ofﬁcials told USNI News the search
has been hampered by rough weather in the Southern
Atlantic. Earlier on Friday, “We are investigating the reasons
for the lack of communication,” Balbi said, according to
Reuters. “If there was a communication problem, the boat
would have to come to the surface.” The submarine departed
from the Argentine Armada naval base in the southern city
of Ushuaia, located southwest of the Strait of Magellan, and
was headed to its homeport at Mar del Plata, near Buenos
Aries. The submarine was last heard from about 250 miles
off of Patagonia. The NASA P-3, a modiﬁed anti-submarine
warfare platform, had been operating out of Ushuaia as part
of its annual Antarctic survey when it was asked to join in
the search for the missing submarine, U.S. Southern
Command spokesman Jose Ruiz told USNI News.
Chinese Navy Ship Sails for Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium Drills
Source: China plus
17th November 2017

The Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) navy
missile frigate Yuncheng set sail, to undertake multilateral

drills in Bangladesh, on November 15, 2017. Carrying a
shipboard helicopter, Yuncheng left a port in the coastal city
of Zhanjiang, south China's Guangdong Province at around
4:00 pm. This was the ﬁrst time in the Chinese navy's history
a frigate has been dispatched for the multilateral drills on
maritime search and rescue under the Indian Ocean Naval
Symposium (IONS). The exercises will take place in the
Bangladeshi waters of Cox's Bazar District in late November
and will involve multiple countries including Bangladesh,
India, Iran, and Indonesia.
Japanese Tug Boat Scrapes U.S. Navy Ship during
Exercise
Source: USA Today
17th November 2017

A Japanese tug boat lost propulsion and drifted into a
U.S. Navy guided-missile destroyer during a towing exercise
Saturday, the Navy said. The USS Benfold sustained
minimal damage, including scrapes on its side, the Navy said
in a statement. No one was injured on either vessel. The
commercial tug boat was being towed to a port in Yokosuka,
the home of the Navy’s Japan-based 7th Fleet. The collision
occurred in Sagami Bay, which is southwest of Tokyo. The
Navy said the Benfold remained at sea under its own power,
and that the incident would be investigated. The 7th Fleet
has had two fatal accidents in Asian waters this year, leaving
17 sailors dead and prompting the dismissal of eight top
Navy ofﬁcers, including the 7th Fleet commander. The USS
John S. McCain and an oil tanker collided near Singapore in
August, leaving 10 U.S. sailors dead. Seven sailors died in
June when the USS Fitzgerald and a container ship collided
off Japan. The Navy has concluded that the collisions were
avoidable and resulted from widespread failures by the
crews and commanders, who didn’t quickly recognize and
respond to unfolding emergencies. A Navy report
recommended numerous changes to address the problems,
ranging from improved training to increasing sleep and
stress management for sailors.
Philippine Coast Guard Commissions 3 New Ships
Source: Inquirer.net
21st November 2017

Three new vessels acquired through a loan from Japan
have been commissioned into service by the Philippine
Coast Guard (PCG) and are likely to be deployed to patrol
the West Philippine Sea, according to PCG ofﬁcials. The new
44-meter boats, called multirole response vessels (MRRVs),
were christened as BRP Capones, BRP Suluan and BRP
Sindangan. Ceremonies for the vessels’ commissioning
coincided with the 116th anniversary of the PCG attended by
Japanese ofﬁcials. Capt. Armand Balilo, PCG spokesperson,
said the MRRVs were likely to be used for patrol sorties in
the West Philippine Sea as relations with the Chinese Coast
Guard, which maintains a presence in the area, had
improved. “Our relations with the Chinese Coast Guard are
improving,” Balilo said. “We now have a hotline
communication mechanism to combat maritime crimes,

particularly illegal drugs,” he said. The three vessels were
delivered early this year and part of a package of 10 MRRVs,
worth P4.67 billion, that was being ﬁnanced by a loan from
the Japan International Cooperation Agency. Three older
MRRVs—BRP Tubbataha, BRP Malabrigo and BRP
Malapascua—had been on patrol duty in the West Philippine
Sea and were now deployed to Mindanao.
First Woman Pilot, 3 Woman Ofﬁcers Pass out from
Naval Academy
Source: Times of India
23rd November 2017

Thus they created history in Indian Navy, by becoming
the ﬁrst woman pilot and the ﬁrst batch of female ofﬁcers at
the Naval Armament Inspection (NAI) branch, which w5ere
considered a male bastion so far. They were inducted in the
force on Wednesday, at an impressive passing out ceremony
in the Indian Naval Academy, Ezhimala, in Kannur, in which
as many as 328 cadets of the Indian Navy, Indian Coast
Guard and two overseas cadets, one each from Tanzania and
Maldives, passed out on successful completion of their
courses. "I know, this is not just an exciting opportunity but
a great responsibility also," said Shubhangi Swaroop, the girl
from Bareilly in Uttar Pradesh, who became the ﬁrst woman
pilot in the Indian Navy. Now, she will undergo the pilot
training at Dundigal Air Force Academy in Hyderabad.
Their appointment as ofﬁcers in Naval Armament
Inspection (NAI) branch, which is also for the ﬁrst time in
the history of Indian Navy, is a great recognition for the
women in India, said Aastha Segal, Roopa A and Sakthimaya
S, who have been inducted in the NAI branch. More and
more women are interested to join the defence forces and
this achievement will be an inspiration for others too, they
said. Though the Indian Navy started inducting female
ofﬁcers in 1991, now the areas of induction have been
expanded, said Chief of Naval Staff, Admiral Sunil Lanba,
who reviewed the passing out parade. He said the
professional training at the INA has been designed to instill
discipline, professionalism, courage and camaraderie
among the young ofﬁcers. After the ceremonial review, the
admiral awarded medals to nine meritorious midshipmen
and cadets.
Turnbull Announces Offshore Patrol Boats
Source: Skynews
24th November 2017

German shipbuilder Lurssen has been named the main
contractor and designer for Australia's $3.5 billion offshore
patrol vessel project. Lurssen's bid was successful in a threeway race against another German designer Fassmer and
Dutch ﬁrm Damen. Construction will begin towards the end
of next year in South Australia, Prime Minister Malcolm
Turnbull announced in Canberra on Friday. The 12 new
vessels will replace the existing Armidale Class patrol boats.
'Australian jobs, Australian workers, Australian steel, for
Australia's navy, to keep Australia safe in these times of
greater risk and greater challenge,' Mr Turnbull said. While

the ﬁrst two boats will be built in Adelaide, the remainder
will be put together in Henderson, Western Australia, from
2020 - when the construction of the future frigates begins.
The split build was designed to avoid the so-called 'valley of
death' in South Australian shipbuilding, when expertise and
jobs are lost between major projects. Defence Industry
Minister Christopher Pyne denied the move would add time,
cost and risk to the project, insisting it was an 'intelligent'
approach to grow a sovereign Australian shipbuilding
industry. 'We want to use all the available resources to us
and maximise the Australian involvement in that major
project,' he said. Defence Force chief Mark Binskin said the
announcement marked a great milestone in Australia's
capability. The new ships, which can remain at sea for
longer, will improve the Navy's contribution to maritime
patrols and missions in the region. 'The vessel is one of the
most capable OPV in the world today, and it will meet all of
the needs that we have,' Mr Binskin said.
Royal Navy Ship Set to Sail Australia
Strengthening Defense Relationship

for

Source: Times of India
23rd November 2017

The Defence Secretary had announced that the ship
would sail to the Asia Paciﬁc whilst addressing the crew onboard in Devonport on Friday, and has now provided further
information of the deployment. During recent conversations
with Australian Defence Minister Marise Payne and
Minister for Defence Industry Christopher Pyne the Defence
Secretary reafﬁrmed his commitment to strengthening the
Australia-UK defence relationship and exploring
opportunities for our Armed Forces to work together. The
visit of HMS Sutherland, a Type 23 anti-submarine warfare
frigate, offers further opportunities for the Royal Navy and
the Australian Navy to collaborate. Defence Secretary Gavin
Williamson said:
Though we may be currently battling against each other
on the cricket ﬁeld, when it comes to defence, we stand
together with Australia as allies not opponents. Our
countries have fought alongside one another since the First
World War and we continue to stand strong in the face of
today’s intensifying global threats. I am pleased to announce
that HMS Sutherland will set sail across the world next year
and look forward to strengthening our close relationship
with Australia. The ship will visit Sydney, Perth and
Adelaide and provides an outstanding opportunity for joint
exercising. The deployment has the added beneﬁt of
showcasing Britain’s cutting-edge anti-submarine warfare
technology.
US Navy Aircraft With 11 Aboard Crashes into
Waters off Japan
Source: The Newyork Times
22nd November 2017

A United States Navy aircraft carrying 11 crew and
passengers crashed Wednesday southeast of Okinawa,

Japan, the ﬁfth accident this year for the Seventh Fleet, the
Navy’s largest overseas ﬂeet. Eight of those aboard were
rescued, and American and Japanese naval forces were
searching for the other three, the Seventh Fleet said in a
statement. The aircraft, a C2-A Greyhound propeller cargo
plane, was on its way to the USS Ronald Reagan, an aircraft
carrier engaged in joint exercises with Japan’s navy in the
Philippine Sea, when it crashed, according to the statement.
The plane had been making a routine transport ﬂight from
Marine Corps Air Station Iwakuni, the statement said. The
eight personnel rescued were undergoing medical
evaluation on the Ronald Reagan and were in good
condition, the statement said. It said the crash would be
investigated. Speaking to reporters, Itsunori Onodera,
Japan’s defense minister, said a United States source had
indicated that the aircraft might have had engine trouble.
Continue reading the main story. The accident comes three
months after a United States naval destroyer, the U.S.S.
McCain, collided with an oil tanker off the coast of
Singapore, leaving 10 dead. That episode came just two
months after a fatal collision between another naval
destroyer, the Fitzgerald, and a Philippine merchant vessel
off the coast of Japan. Seven people on the Fitzgerald were
killed. The Navy relieved Vice Adm. Joseph P. Aucoin, the
head of the Seventh Fleet, of his command in August. In
reports released this month, the Navy’s top admiral said the
two destroyer crashes were “avoidable” and had resulted
from a string of crew and basic navigational errors. The
weight of repeated tragedy was reﬂected in comments on the
Seventh Fleet’s Facebook page on Wednesday. “This year
needs to be over already,” wrote Cadesha Lori Pacquette.
“7th ﬂeet can’t handle any more curse.”

and no one was injured, the report said. At the time of the
collision, the Lake Champlain was operating in formation
with the USS Carl Vinson, an aircraft carrier, and the ROKS
Yangmanchun, a South Korean destroyer. The Lake
Champlain and Yangmanchun provided security for the
carrier, with the Champlain posted to the southwest and the
Yangmanchun to the northeast. The report cited “numerous
failures” by Navy personnel standing watch on the Lake
Champlain, including an inability to adhere to “sound
navigation practices,” use available tools at their disposal,
such as radar, and respond effectively when in danger of a
collision.

US Navy Releases New Details About Ship Collision
Off South Korea’s Coastline

“One of the key aspects of the procurement is creating
economic beneﬁts to Canada,” said Dave Hargreaves, MDA’s
vice-president of aerospace and defence, surveillance and
intelligence. “We have worked together with Lockheed
Martin and the other partners to do a lot of really creative
stuff about building the ships in Canada.” Irving
Shipbuilding in Halifax is serving as the prime contractor for
the CSC program. Meanwhile, Hargreaves told BIV that
MDA’s facilities in B.C, Ontario and Quebec would all be
involved in developing the products and systems used on the
new ships. The bid put forward by Canada’s Combat Ship
Team would collectively employ an estimated 9,000
Canadians. Hargreaves said he could not provide an exact
number of MDA employees who’d be involved with the
program but said, “the answer is ‘a lot.’” The government
pegs the CSC program’s costs at $56-60 billion.

Source: The Washington Post
30th November 2017

A U.S. ship assigned to protect an American aircraft
carrier off the Korean Peninsula collided with a commercial
ﬁshing boat after losing track of it on radar and attempting
“improper and untimely maneuvers” in an attempt to
avoid a wreck, the Navy said in report released Thursday.
The May 9 collision of the USS Lake Champlain, a guidedmissile cruiser, was one of four major incidents for Navy
ships in the Paciﬁc this year, including two that left 17 sailors
dead. The incidents have prompted broad scrutiny of the
Navy’s seamanship, training, deployment schedules and
oversight by senior ofﬁcials. The Champlain, a 567-foot-long
cruiser, collided with the 60-foot South Korean ﬁshing ship
Nam Yang 502 in the Sea of Japan at 11:51 a.m., 16 minutes
after the Champlain lost track of the smaller boat. The
cruiser’s crew ordered a hard turn of 30 degrees ﬁrst to the
right, and then to the left, ultimately striking the Nam Yang
502. The South Korean vessel’s bow, or front, struck the
Champlain’s port, or left, side. The collision created a 3-by5-foot dent on Lake Champlain, before the South Korean
ship pivoted to its right and scraped the ship’s side. U.S.
sailors inside reported a bulge on an inside wall, or
bulkhead, of the ship, but the vessel did not take on water

Vancouver Aerospace Firm MDA Preps Bid for New
Royal Canadian Navy Ships
Source: The Washington Post
30th November 2017

The Vancouver-founded aerospace ﬁrm known for
creating the Canadarm will be part of a consortium putting
forward a bid on the next generation of Canada’s naval
vessels. MDA conﬁrmed to Business In Vancouver on
November 28 that if the bid were successful, the ﬁrm would
provide electronics, antennas, radar, software and system
engineering for the Canadian Surface Combatant (CSC)
program. The CSC program is building 15 new ships for the
navy to replace the country’s Halifax-class frigates and
Iroquois-class destroyers. The consortium known as
Canada’s Combat Ship Team also includes Lockheed Martin
Canada, BAE Systems, CAE, L3 Technologies and Ultra
Electronics.

South Korea's Gasoil Exports to Compete with
ASEAN in Vietnam from Jan 2018
Source: Platts
17th November 2017

South Korea’s share in Vietnam’s gasoil import market
looks set to compete with exports from ASEAN reﬁneries in
2018, following a reduction in import duties from January
2018, industry sources familiar with the import duty told
S&P Global Wednesday. As part of its Free Trade
Agreement, or FTA, with South Korea, Vietnam will cut its
import tariff on gasoil imports from South Korea to nil,
effective January 1, 2018, from 5%. The change will make
Vietnam gasoil imports from South Korean on par with
Vietnam’s other FTA — ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement,
or ATIGA.
From January 1, 2016, Vietnam had removed import
taxes on diesel, kerosene and fuel oil from ASEAN members,
keeping the import tariff on gasoline at 20%. In the near
term, ultra low sulfur diesel gasoil outﬂow from South Korea
could go to the north of Vietnam, where freight economics
between the two regions is relatively more cost effective than
between Singapore and North Vietnam, sources said. Diesel
sulfur imports to Vietnam are also expected to see some
speciﬁcation changes, with some of the Vietnamese oil
importers expected to increase their imports of 50 ppm
sulfur gasoil into the country. Late on Tuesday, oil importer
Saigon Petro issued a buy tender for 10,000 mt of 50 ppm
sulfur gasoil for loading over December 19-23 from
Malaysia/Thailand/Singapore or for delivery over
December 22-26 to Catlai terminal.
In 2016, South Korea is believed to have exported as
much as 26 million mt of gasoil, customs data showed. The
breakdown by sulfur levels, however, could not be
conﬁrmed. Currently, South Korean reﬁners enjoy favorable
economics to move gasoline from South Korea to Vietnam
as the FTA agreement between the two countries have
gasoline import tariff set at 10%. Under the ASEAN FTA,
gasoline import tariffs are currently at 20%. Exports of enduser grade of diesel has increased sharply since 2015,
around the same time as the establishment of the ATIGA
agreement, when the import tariff on gasoil from ASEAN
nations was initial at 5% for diesel, kerosene and fuel oil. In
2015, gasoil exports from Singapore to Vietnam jumped to
1.978 million mt, up from the 526,044 mt in the previous
year, data from International Enterprise Singapore showed.
In 2016, Singapore diesel exports to Vietnam rose to 3.203
million mt, the same data showed.
However, incremental gasoil imports into Vietnam could
decline amid the changing reﬁning landscape, with the
commercial start-up of the country’s second reﬁnery at Nghi

Son expected in the ﬁrst quarter of 2018. The new reﬁnery
is expected to produce 2.7 million mt of gasoil in 2018, S&P
Global reported earlier. Currently, Vietnam’s sole 130,000
b/d Dung Quat reﬁnery meets more than 30% of the
domestic oil product demand, with the rest met by imports.
According to Vietnam industry sources, Vietnam will need
to import around 1.8 million mt/year of gasoil during 20182022. S&P Global had reported earlier that both the
domestic reﬁneries of the country will be able to produce
around 6.74 million mt/year of gasoil during the same
period.
World Container Index Down By 10.5%
Source: Drewry
17th November 2017

The World Container Index assessed by Drewry, a
composite of container freight rates on 8 major routes
to/from the US, Europe and Asia, is down by 10.5% to
$1230.2/40ft container. The average composite index of the
WCI, assessed by Drewry for year-to-date, is US $1,493/40ft
container, which is $113 lower than the ﬁve-year average of
$1,606/40ft container. It is also 16.2% lower than a year ago.
Spot rates are declining steeply on the crucial East-West
routes, and carriers have not pushed for mid-November rate
hikes. The World Container Index (WCI), assessed by
Drewry on the Shanghai-Rotterdam route, lost $195 from
last week to reach $1,364 for a 40ft box. Rates are 22%
weaker than in the same period in 2016. The rate decline on
Transpaciﬁc trade is also worrying for carriers. The WCI on
Shanghai-Los Angeles declined by $205 for a 40ft box to
reach $1,352 this week, and rates on Shanghai-New York
plummeted by $189 to reach $1,925 per feu. Rates on these
routes are 24% and 26% less respectively than in the same
period in 2016.
Expert Says Geopolitical Risks May Push Bunker
Prices Slightly Up
Source: Marine Bunker Exchange
20th November 2017

World fuel indexes have turned into downward evolution
this week: a sign that it could be a sign of proﬁt-taking after
building up huge net-long bets on crude futures. Market
backs out of bullish positions, and that could be forcing oil
and fuel prices to trade down a bit. Meantime, there is still
number of various factors able to support possible rally in
fuel prices: strong oil demand growth, weaker U.S. shale
growth, falling U.S. inventories, and the return of some
geopolitical risk from the Middle East with Saudi ArabiaIran rising confrontation and with Iraq-Kurdistan standoff.
Besides, OPEC and non-OPEC oil producers are moving
toward deciding at their Nov. 30 meeting whether to extend
a global agreement to curb oil supply further into 2018.

The International Energy Agency (IEA) lowered its
demand forecast by 50,000 bpd in 2017 and 190,000 bpd in
2018, raising concerns that the oil market is actually not as
healthy as it seems. That puts demand growth at 1.5 million
barrels per day this year, and only 1.3 mb/d in 2018. The
Agency also predicted the supply surge from U.S. shale oil
and gas will beat the biggest gains seen in the history of the
industry. As per report, by 2025 the growth in American oil
production will equal that achieved by Saudi Arabia at the
height of its expansion. The boom will turn the U.S. into a
net exporter of fossil fuels. Reﬂecting the expected ﬂood of
supply, the IEA cut its forecasts for oil prices to $83 a barrel
for 2025 from $101 previously, and to $111 for 2040 from
$125 before. The IEA also raised its projections for global
consumption through to 2035, despite the growing
popularity of electric vehicles. The world will use just over
100 million barrels of oil a day by 2025. At the same time,
Morgan Stanley reported that while U.S. shale drillers could
add new production, they won’t be able to keep up with
market demand. The investment bank says that the shale
sector will have to rise production from about 5.9 million
bpd this year to over 7 million bpd in 2018 in order to ensure
that the market doesn’t plunge into a deﬁcit. Besides,
boosting shale output to 7 million bpd by next year would
require shale drillers adding something like 8 to 10 new oil
rigs each month. The rig count has fallen steadily since June,
and would need to climb substantially to continue to raise
production.
Initiative Looks to Increase US Natural Gas Exports
Source: Argus
20th November 2017

The US administration is unveiling an initiative to
promote natural gas demand and infrastructure in emerging
economies to help US LNG exporters. The administration
wants “to make sure that the next gas-ﬁred power plant, the
next LNG import facility or the next gas pipeline will be built
using American innovation and a ‘made-in-the-USA’ label,”
Trade and Development Agency (TDA) acting director
Thomas Hardy said today. The agency will expand its
partnership with the US natural gas industry to generate
new LNG exports through the development of gas-related
infrastructure in countries that have LNG import terminals
or are considering building one, Hardy said. The
independent agency for decades has been involved in
helping LNG infrastructure developers in other countries,
counting technical assistance to the 2.9mn t/yr Klaipeda
terminal in Lithuania and the 1.5mn t/yr Costa Norte
terminal under construction in Panama among its most
successful projects.
But the administration is seizing on the agency’s mission
to highlight President Donald Trump’s “energy dominance”
vision for the US, with strong support for exports of oil,
natural gas and coal. “When it comes to exporting LNG, the
US is open for business,” energy undersecretary Mark
Menezes said. The administration is working to help foreign
customers to get access to abundant US natural gas

resources, he said today, at the launch of the initiative at the
US Chamber of Commerce in Washington, in cooperation
with industry group LNG Allies. “The future growth of the
US oil and gas industry depends on what happens in the
emerging markets,” LNG Allies executive director Fred
Hutchinson said. “We are demand constrained; we are not
supply constrained.” The TDA earlier this month signed a
partnership agreement with Japan’s Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (Meti) terminals and other energy
infrastructure in southeast Asia and the Paciﬁc region.
Another US government agency, the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation, is partnering with its counterparts,
the Japan Bank for International Cooperation and Nippon
Export and Investment Insurance to provide ﬁnancing and
political risk insurance to gas projects. The economics of
LNG trade at present leave little to no proﬁt margin for US
deliveries to northeast Asia, following the steep decline in oil
prices since mid-2014.
Uncertainty in the Import of Wheat Affected by
Ergot Fungus in Egypt Continues
Source: The Standard Club
20th November 2017

In September 2016 the Egyptian Cabinet had reinstated
the Egyptian Standard Speciﬁcations (2010) on all wheat
shipments. According to these speciﬁcations the tolerated
Ergot Fungus percentage was 0.05%. Pursuant to a recent
application by an Egyptian citizen to the Administrative
Court alleging danger to the health of the Egyptian people,
the issue has once again come back to light. The
Administrative Court rendered a judgment suspending the
decision to import Russian wheat affected by Ergot fungi
and the import of present and future shipments. The club’s
local correspondents Eldib Pandi have warned that a further
period of uncertainty is likely to recommence now, since the
government released to the press that they intend to appeal
the said court decision. The head of the General
Organization for Import and Export Control (GOEIC) stated
in the press release that the judgment of the Administrative
Court is not ﬁnal and hence GOEIC will continue to receive
the wheat consignments imported and will abide by the
Ergot tolerance percentage of 0.05%. Members who are
considering transporting wheat to Egypt are advised to
closely monitor the situation.
Hapag-Lloyd Eyes Market Share Grab on AsiaSouth America Container Trades
Source: The Load Star
16th November 2017

There are “opportunities” for Hapag-Lloyd to gain
market share in Latin America as a result of Maersk’s
takeover of Hamburg Süd, according to CEO Rolf Habben
Jansen. “It is always a little difﬁcult to retain market share
when you go through a merger,” he said yesterday following
Hapag-Lloyd’s third-quarter investor presentation. It was
the voice of experience following the acquisition of CP Ships
in 2005, of CSAV in 2014 and the merger with UASC

completed in May this year. Conﬁrming that the Latin
America tradelanes were now performing “strongly”, Mr
Habben Jansen said the regulatory concessions necessary
for Maersk’s acquisition of Hamburg Süd – including the
sale of Brazilian domestic carrier Mercosul Line to rival
CMA CGM – “gives us some opportunities to grow a little bit
faster” in Latin America. Maersk’s acquisition of Hamburg
Süd was given conditional approval by the Chinese Ministry
of Commerce on 7 November. Now only two of 21 regulatory
approvals still need to be obtained and CEO Soren Skou
anticipates the purchase could be completed by the end of
the month.
Alphaliner noted that conditions demanded by China
meant some quite tough restrictions on growth, including
Maersk terminating Hamburg Süd’s participation in the
Asia-east coast South America Multicarrier 2 VSA with
Hapag-Lloyd, COSCO, HMM, NYK and Zim, which also
includes slot swaps with CMA CGM, Evergreen and Yang
Ming. Maersk is also required not to extend Hamburg Süd’s
participation in the Asia-west coast South America VSA with
MSC, CMA CGM, COSCO, Hapag-Lloyd and HMM and
cannot enter into any VSA or alliance with CMA CGM,
Hapag-Lloyd, MSC and NYK within ﬁve years of the
acquisition.
Maersk to Expand Financing to Shippers’ Suppliers
Source: JOC
16th November 2017

Maersk Line plans to expand a new program providing
trade ﬁnancing to customers by also providing credit to
customers’ suppliers as well. The container line said it is
close to sealing four loan agreements that are the ﬁrst in a
new “supply chain” initiative created in a trade ﬁnancing
program launched by Maersk as it looks for ways to
distinguish itself from competitors. After a successful test,
beginning in India two years ago, Maersk launched the
program in Singapore, Spain, India, the United Arab
Emirates, and the Netherlands. In May, it began offering it
in ﬁve American states — New York, Texas, Florida, New
Jersey, and Georgia.
For the ﬁrst time, a Maersk customer can use their own
creditworthiness and their relationship with the carrier to
help a vendor get trade ﬁnancing in the carrier’s trade
ﬁnancing program. The ﬁrst four customers are in the
garment, agricultural products, refrigerated cargo, and
manufacturing sectors. Maersk says it has so far
underwritten credit in excess of $150 million in the
program, which it says can help shippers cut 15 to 30 percent
from their ﬁnancing costs.
Maersk says it can provide trade ﬁnance faster and easier
than banks. The carrier says the program comes with little
risk of a loan default to the carrier — or any need for the
customer to provide collateral — because Maersk controls
the cargo. The program initially focused on providing
ﬁnance to exporters and importers, but Maersk is looking to
broaden it to help vendors — a move that the carrier says has

stoked considerable interest. “This is where the industry is
going,” William C. Duggan, Maersk’s head of trade ﬁnance
North America, told the 29th Apparel Importers Trade &
Transportation Conference Wednesday, organized by the
United States Fashion Industry Association and American
Import Shippers Association, of the ﬁnancing program. “We
think this is the wave of the future.” Trade ﬁnancing is
typically sought by shippers to provide a ﬁnancial bridge
while the cargo is in transit — helping the supplier, who
wants early payment, and shipper, who does not want to pay
until the goods arrive. Such ﬁnancing typically takes the
form of a loan or letter of credit that provides for payment
once the bank receives certain documents, such as a bill of
lading.
The World Trade Organization estimates that 80 percent
of global trade is supported by some sort of ﬁnancing or
credit insurance, and Maersk is not the only logistics
company to take an interest in the concept. Flexport, the
digital freight forwarder, has linked up with Wells Fargo
Strategic Capital, in a trade ﬁnancing program in which the
freight forwarder would use its trade data to evaluate the
ﬁnancing applicant before advancing the funds. Maersk can
provide the money quicker than a bank, Sardana said.
Typically the bank will not release funds until the bill of
lading is generated — usually two days after the ship leaves
the port. But Maersk can release the funds as soon as it
receives the cargo, he said.
China's Coal Miners to Keep Contract Prices for
Next Year Stable
Source: Reuters
21st November 2017

China’s biggest coal producers China Energy Investment
Group and China National Coal Group (ChinaCoal) will keep
their 2018 coal contract prices at the same level as 2017, two
sources with direct knowledge of the matter said on Friday.
After rounds of discussions between policy makers, major
producers and utilities, the producers will set the price at
535 yuan ($80.72) per tonne, the sources said.
The new level has disappointed utilities just one week
before China’s annual coal trade meeting in the northern
port city of Qinhuangdao from Nov. 21 to 23 when producers
and utilities will negotiate volumes for next year. The price
“is a bit too high for us,” said one of the sources, a manager
at a power plant. The utilities had sought a price between
500 and 518 yuan a tonne, near the breakeven line for the
power plants, said the source. China Energy, formed from
the merger China Shenhua Group and China Guodian Corp,
and ChinaCoal rejected that proposal, said the source. Last
year, the National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC), China’s top economic planner, asked coal
producers to sell at 535 yuan per tonne to bring down rising
prices.
Analysts said rolling the policy over to this year will not
help lower coal prices. Spot coal for delivery at Qinhuangdao
is at 615 yuan ($92.76) a tonne, according to data from

consultants Steelhome. “The long-term contract prices,
which is much lower than current spot prices, will not help
dampen coal market at this point,” said Wang Fei, a coal
analyst with Huaan Futures, “The early arrival of winter
chills will contribute to robust demand.”
Drewry: Crude Tanker Rates to Further Drop in
2018
Source: World Maritime News
20th November 2017

Following a sharp decline in crude tanker freight rates
seen during 2017, the rates are set to further drop in 2018
amid an expected slowdown in China’s crude stocking
activity, shipping consultancy Drewry said. Although
tonnage supply growth in the crude tanker market is
expected to come down to 3.2% in 2018 after surging by
close to 6% each year in 2016 and 2017, this will not be
enough to push tonnage utilisation rates higher as demand
growth is expected to be sluggish. The rates will continue to
drop next year on account of a slowdown in crude oil trade
growth as global oil demand growth is set to fall to 1.4 mbpd
in 2018 from 1.6 mbpd in 2017. In addition to this, a likely
slowdown in China’s stocking activity poses a big risk to
tonnage demand in the crude tanker market. China’s
stocking activity, which remained one of the leading factors
behind the strong growth in the crude oil trade over the last
two years, may fall signiﬁcantly in 2018.
According to the IEA’s data on China’s implied stock
changes, the country should have accumulated close to 520
million barrels since 2015, well above the total special
petroleum reserve (SPR) capacity that was supposed to fully
come online by 2020. A sharp decline in stocking activity in
the third quarter of this year to 0.5 mbpd from 1.2 mbpd in
the second quarter suggests that a signiﬁcant decrease in the
inventory build-up by China could be witnessed in 2018.
“We expect China’s stocking activity to decline to 0.25 mbpd
in 2018 from an average 0.75 mbpd in 2017, curbing global
trade growth,” Rajesh Verma, Drewry’s lead analyst for
tanker shipping, said. The anticipated decline, added to a
slowdown in worldwide oil demand, “will keep global crude
oil trade growth modest in 2018, which in turn will keep
rates under pressure despite some slowdown in ﬂeet
growth,” Verma added.
Asia Dry Bulk-Capesize Rates May Rise Further on
More Cargo Charters
Source: Reuters
24th November 2017

Freight rates for large dry cargo ships on key Asian routes
are set to climb further amid tightening vessel supply from
increased chartering activity and shipment delays due to
unfavourable weather in China, brokers said. Bad weather
delays in China have disrupted future sailing schedules
while recent charters have committed ships to load cargoes
in late November and early December. These have reduced
the number of ships available for charter, brokers said. “I

think rates will push up in both basins (the Atlantic and
Paciﬁc) in December that will give a better start to January,”
a Singapore-based capesize broker said. Average daily
earnings for both capesize and smaller panamax ships are at
a three-year high on both a weekly and annual basis after
rates started to rise in August.
Earnings for 180,000 deadweight tonne (DWT) capesize
ships hit $25,349 per day on Nov. 10, the highest weekly
average since rates topped $28,748 per day on Nov. 7, 2014,
according to data from shipping services ﬁrm Clarkson.
Daily earnings are averaging $15,703 per day so far this year,
the highest since 2014. Earnings for 80,000 DWT panamax
vessels surged to $11,775 per day on Nov. 10 and average
$10,387 per day this year, also the highest since 2014. “(The)
present bounce back in freight rates show that the present
market is solid and has the ability to push,” Norwegian ship
broker Fearnley said in a note on Wednesday. But the
capesize and panamax markets could face headwinds from
China’s cutback in steel production which starts this month
and lasts through March. Iron ore and coal, key steelmaking
ingredients, are staple cargoes for these ships.
Production cuts could reduce China’s iron ore imports by
as much as 80 million tonnes, maritime consultant Drewry
said in a note, adding it expects freight rates for capesizes to
stay at current levels until the ﬁrst quarter. Capesize charter
rates on the Western Australia-China route rose to $8.35 per
tonne on Wednesday from $7.64 last week. Freight rates
from Brazil to China climbed to $18.50 per tonne from
$18.25. Panamax rates for a north Paciﬁc round trip voyage
rose to $9,029 per day on Wednesday from $8,977 a week
ago. Rates in Asia for smaller supramax ships rose slightly
on tighter tonnage supply and higher cargo volumes.
China's LNG Imports Rise to Second Highest on
Record Ahead of Heating Season
Source: Reuters
24th November 2017

China’s imports of liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) in
October nearly doubled from the same month a year ago to
the second highest on record, according to customs data, as
companies boosted imports of the fuel ahead of the winter
heating season. LNG imports rose 95.7 percent from a year
earlier to 3.57 million tonnes, second only to a record 3.73
million tonnes in December, data from the General
Administration of Customs showed on Thursday. The
Chinese government’s aggressive campaign to heat millions
of homes in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region with natural
gas instead of coal this winter has spurred the demand for
the fuel and may cause a supply shortage.
Wen Wang, a natural gas consultant with Wood
Mackenzie, estimated China’s LNG imports to rise 40
percent year-on-year to 20 million tonnes this winter, as
companies bring in more spot cargoes on top of supplies
under term contracts. The surge in demand is luring spot
cargoes from places such as Norway and Nigeria that are not
traditional LNG sources for China. Shipping data on

Thomson Reuters Eikon shows a 151,000-cubic-metre cargo
from Nigeria is due to arrive in China early December, the
third from the West African exporter this year. “The higherthan-usual demand throughout 2017 resulted in higher
offtake in contracted volumes through September… This
means lower contracted offtake is left for the winter, and
higher demand for spot,” said Wang. The customs data
showed that China’s imports for the ﬁrst 10 months of the
year climbed 47.9 percent from the same time a year ago to
29.09 million tonnes. In the trade of reﬁned oil products,
China exported 1.21 million tonnes of diesel last month,
down 10.8 percent from a year earlier and higher than
September’s 1.18 million tonnes.

route dropped to W63.50 on Thursday from W68.75 the
same day last week, the lowest since Oct. 11.
New CRS report analyzes what's involved in getting
to 355-ship Navy
Source: Reuters
25th November 2017

The current and planned size and composition of the
Navy, the rate of Navy ship procurement, and the
prospective affordability of the Navy's shipbuilding plans
have been oversight matters for the congressional defense
committees for many years and the Congressional Research
Service (CRS) has now released a report that will give
legislators an insight into what sort of ﬂeet the Navy is
looking for, the options and timelines for achieving that ﬂeet
— and the costs to the taxpayer. Entitled "Navy Force
Structure and Shipbuilding Plans: Background and Issues
for Congress," the report notes, in its summary that the
Navy's proposed FY2018 budget, as amended on May 24,
2017, requests the procurement of nine new ships, including
one Gerald R. Ford (CVN-78) class aircraft carrier, two
Virginia-class attack submarines, two DDG-51 class
destroyers, two Littoral Combat Ships (LCSs), one TAO-205
class oiler, and one towing, salvage, and rescue ship. On
December 15, 2016, the Navy released a new force-structure
goal that calls for achieving and maintaining a ﬂeet of 355
ships. The 355-ship force-level goal is the result of a Force
Structure Assessment (FSA) conducted by the Navy in 2016
and replaces a 308-ship force-level goal released in March
2015. The actual size of the Navy in recent years has
generally been between 270 and 290 ships.Compared to the
previous 308-ship force-level goal, the new 355-ship forcelevel goal includes 47 additional ships, or about 15% more
ships. More than 47 ships, however, would need to be added
to the Navy's 30-year shipbuilding plan to achieve and
maintain the Navy's 355-ship ﬂeet, unless the Navy extends
the service lives of existing ships beyond currently planned
ﬁgures and/or reactivates recently retired ships: CRS
estimates that 57 to 67 ships would need to be added to the
Navy's FY2017 30-year (FY2017-FY2046) shipbuilding plan
to achieve the Navy's 355-ship ﬂeet and maintain it through
the end of the 30-year period (i.e., through FY2046). The
Congressional Budget Ofﬁce (CBO) estimates that 73 to 77
ships would need to be added to the Navy's FY2018 30-year
(FY2018-FY2047) shipbuilding plan to achieve the Navy's
355-ship ﬂeet and maintain it not only through the end of
the 30-year period (i.e., through FY2047), but another 10
years beyond the end of the 30-year period (i.e., through
FY2057). Even with increased shipbuilding rates, achieving
certain parts of the 355-ship force-level goal could take
many years. CBO estimates that the earliest the Navy could
achieve all elements of the 355-ship ﬂeet would be 2035.
Extending the service lives of existing ships and/or
reactivating retired ships could accelerate e the attainment
of certain parts of the 355-ship force structure. Procuring
the additional ships needed to achieve and maintain the
Navy's 355-ship ﬂeet would require several billion dollars
per year in additional shipbuilding funds.

Exports of gasoline rose 11.4 percent from a year ago to
970,000 tonnes last month. Chinese state oil reﬁners
received in late October a total of 5 million tonnes of fuel
export quotas, with diesel accounting for 60 percent of the
quotas. This was an additional batch of quotas to cope with
a growing fuel surplus as new reﬁneries started.
Asia Tankers-VLCC Rates to Fall Further on Slow
Demand, Flurry of Ships
Source: Reuters
25th November 2017

Hopes for an end-of-year rebound in freight rates for
very large crude carriers (VLCCs) have faded as a slow pace
of cargoes from charterers threaten to drag rates below
breakeven levels, brokers said. Brokers last week predicted
that rates could climb to 75-80 on the Worldscale measure
over the next few weeks from W65-W68, but sentiment
turned negative after the expected ﬂurry of cargoes failed to
materialise. “By next week we could see rates from the
Middle East fall to the mid-W50s,” a Singapore-based
supertanker broker said. That would be equivalent to
earnings of around $18,500 per day, below vessel breakeven
levels of $20,000-$22,000 per day. “The market is doomed.
Really, there is no hope. The optimism of last week has
faded,” the broker said. That follows a weak third quarter
where spot earnings fell to four-year lows and some rates
dropped to well below operating expenses, Robert Macleod,
chief executive of leading tanker owner Frontline, said in an
analysts’ call on Wednesday. Charterers are limiting the
number of cargoes they release to be ﬁxed to put downward
pressure on charter rates, brokers said. At least two
charterers have received 10-15 rate offers from ship owners
for Middle East crude cargoes they have put onto the
market. “Charterers are receiving loads of offers. The list of
available tonnage is long so there is no reason for them to be
too aggressive to ﬁx ships,” the Singapore broker said. Ashok
Sharma, managing director of Singapore ship broker BRS
Baxi Far East, said lacklustre demand, possibly caused by
traders adopting a wait-and-see attitude ahead of the OPEC
oil meeting on Nov. 30 had also impacted the VLCC market.
“There is a lack of arbitrage oil volumes from the west to the
east. This lack of arbitrage opportunities has led ships to be
released from ﬂoating storage while new ships hitting the
water have all stoked the number of vessels available for
charter,” he said. VLCC rates on the Middle East-to-Japan
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Competition Heats Up Between International
Shipbuilding Countries

international tanker orders. For instance, a new 159,000dwt suezmax was priced at around $68.0m per unit at HHI
in 2014, but orders were recorded in May this year at a price
of $55.0m per vessel. Firm orders for 100 tankers were
placed at Korean yards this year to date. In spite of the big
yards’ troubles, this ﬁgure isn’t far off what has been seen in
previous years – some 149 tankers were contracted in Korea
during 2014 and 155 in 2015. That being said, the impact of
the downturn still looms large for big South Korean yards,
which are ﬁnally turning a small proﬁt again fo llowing
massive self-rescue plans, which included combined job cuts
of at least 20,000 during 2016.

Source: Alibra Shipping
17th November 2017

China has (so far) this year replaced Japan as the biggest
builder of bulk carriers, while South Korea has usurped
China by taking the most new orders for tankers since
January 1. China has bagged ﬁrm orders for 129 new bulk
carriers or 55% of the total 234 bulkers that were contracted
during the ﬁrst 10 months this year, according to Alibra
data. Globally, only 34 new bulkers were ordered ﬁrm
during the same period last year, of which the majority
(50%) were contracted at Japanese yards. On the surface,
there have been few surprises during 2017 to date. Greek
companies have placed all their ﬁrm orders (40 ships) at
South Korean yards. Japanese and Korean carriers have
favoured compatriot shipbuilders. Closer inspection reveals
the rising importance of Chinese ﬁnancing, but this has not
necessarily favoured domestic yards. China’s Bank of
Communications has ordered 22 ﬁrm bulk carriers this year,
of which 14 will be built in South Korea and the rest in China.

Beijing Discovers Anti-Trust Violations at Several
Ports
Source: World Maritime News
16th November 2017

A two-month investigation launched in April this year by
China’s National Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC) has found various anti-trust violations at the
country’s seaports. As a result, Shanghai, Tianjin Port,
Ningbo Zhoushan and Qingdao port groups have been
ordered to cut the container handling fees as of 2018 ranging
between 10-20 percent. NRDC said that Tangshan,
Huanghua, Weihai, Rizha and Lianyungang ports were
among the 39 ports told to rectify the irregularities, which
also included monopolizing tally and agent markets, the
imposition of compulsory de-vanning and tally services and
charging of excessive cargo handling fees for export cargo.
In addition, the investigation found that shipping
companies were denied the right to choose their towage
provider thus breaching the free competition between
towage companies in the ports. The said practices hinder the
development of the ports, increase the costs of the real
economy and restrict market competition, NRDC explained.
The commission added that it plans to monitor and verify
the implementation of self-rectiﬁcation measures proposed
by the ports in the upcoming period to make sure the said
violations are eradicated.

The tanker market is also seeing tastes change, although
ordering activity has stayed relatively ﬂat year-on-year (169
vessels during the ﬁrst 10 months of 2017, compared to 165
in the same period 2016). This year so far, ﬁrm orders for
almost 60% (100 vessels) of all new tankers have been
ordered from South Korean shipyards, compared to 27% at
this point in 2016. Contracts were placed at a more
internationally diverse mix of shipbuilders during the ﬁrst
10 months of 2016. China took the crown with 39% of ﬁrm
tanker orders (65 vessels), but this was followed relatively
closely by Korea with 27% (44 ships) and Japan with 21%
(34 ships). Aside from the big three shipbuilding countries,
the 2016 period saw ﬁrm tanker orders placed in Russia,
Spain, Vietnam, Finland, Turkey, the Philippines and
Indonesia. Most of these orders were for small tankers for
specialised / short-haul trades. There appears to have been
little ordering activity of this kind in 2017.
China’s Yangzijiang Shipbuilding Holdings has this week
said it expects new orders worth $2.0 billion during 2018.
The company received new orders of 59 vessels (across all
types) with a combined value of $1.6 billion, year-to-date,
which is nearly double the full-year 2016 ﬁgure. On the
surface, the ﬁgures paint a bullish picture for Chinese
shipbuilding, but the fact remains that the sector is still
racked by overcapacity, despite ongoing measures to trim
the fat. That being said, Yangzijiang is reportedly building
its ﬁrst crude tanker, which is surely the sign of things to
come. Chinese yards will continue to churn out ‘simple’
vessel types quickly and at a discount to international
competition. South Korean yards have dropped their prices,
which may account for the country’s increased share of

Shipping Group CMA CGM Powers Ahead, Founder
Retires
Source: Reuters
27th November 2017

Shipping company CMA CGM reported another
quarterly rise in sales and proﬁt on Friday, helped by
improving freight rates after a prolonged sector downturn
that sparked large-scale consolidation. French-based CMA
CGM, the world’s third-largest container shipping group,
posted a third-quarter net proﬁt of $323 million, up from
$219 million in the previous quarter and a $268 million loss
a year earlier. In addition to the healthier freight rates, the
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company said it also beneﬁted from participation in a global
vessel alliance to boost volumes.The company’s core
operating margin rose to 10 percent, which it said was the
highest in the sector and surpassed the previous quarter’s
8.9 percent. Sales reached $5.7 billion, up nearly 28 percent
from a year earlier, supported by an 11.6 percent increase in
volumes and 14.4 percent rise in average revenue per
container. For the full year, CMA CGM said it expects its
operating performance to show a strong improvement from
2016 but did not give precise targets. CMA CGM, which is
based in the southern French port city of Marseille, said the
Ocean Alliance — a vessel-sharing partnership with other
lines — had helped to boost volumes on Asia-U.S. and AsiaEurope routes. The group has also been strengthened by its
takeover last year of the Singapore-based APL line and it
recently ordered nine new giant ships. CMA CGM
announced that its board had appointed Rodolphe Saade as
chairman in addition to his chief executive role, completing
a handover from his father, Jacques, who founded the family
business. Rodolphe Saade became CEO in February after
leading negotiations on the APL deal – the biggest
acquisition in the company’s history. Jacques Saade, who
established the ﬁrm in 1978 after leaving Lebanon, his
country of birth, will have the honorary title of founderchairman, the company said.

2019 onwards and follow the company’s order from June for
three newbuilding bulk carriers placed with China’s CIC
(Jiangsu) shipyard. The 64,000 dwt Ultramaxes ordered at
CIC are set for delivery in the ﬁrst quarter of 2019. This
company said that the latest deal underlines its
comprehensive ﬂeet renewal strategy. “We decided to move
into the Kamsarmax dry bulk sector and take advantage of
the historically low asset price levels; we believe that this
sector is on its way to a sustainable recovery by 2019/2020,”
said Imtiaz Shaikh, Chairman of Tomini Group. The order
will take Tomini’s ﬂeet to over 18 vessels. The Chinese
shipyard Taizhou Kouan has secured an order for up to two
more 82,000 dwt newbuildings from Ukrainian Aquavita
International. As informed by Clarksons, one ﬁrm order
plus option for one more have been agreed. The ship is slated
for delivery in 2020. The ﬁnancial details of the two orders
have not been disclosed.
Ships Arriving from Crimea Can No Longer Visit
Turkish Ports
Source: World Maritime News
17th November 2017

The Turkish government has issued a decision
prohibiting ships arriving from or calling at Crimea and its
ports from visiting a Turkish port, GAC said. Turkish ports,
marine agents, operators and shipowners have been
informed that ships arriving from Crimea and its ports are
not allowed to enter the country. No permit will be given if a
ship is calling/has called at these ports. Such vessels will not
be allowed to get customs clearance or perform
discharging/loading operation in any Turkish port,
according to GAC. Further, authorities have the right to
request last port clearance via agents, log book copies AIS,
VDR records and any tracking systems to clarify the last port
of call of a vessel. This sanction is not limited to vessels and
is also applicable to cargoes or any commercial activity
showing Crimea or Crimea-related information on the
documentation – custom documents, commercial papers
etc. What is more, with the Turkish embargo still in force,
shipowners and ship managers may face difﬁculties if there
is any connection of their vessels with Cyprus. In addition,
regardless of ﬂag, all vessels with cargo bound for or coming
from South Cyprus are not accepted at the country’s ports.

IR Class Opens Maritime, Shipbuilding Centre of
Excellence
Source: World Maritime News
20th November 2017

Indian Register of Shipping has launched a centre of
excellence in shipbuilding and maritime sector to support
commercial ship design for seagoing, coastal and inland
waterways operation in India. Established in association
with India’s Ministry of Shipping and Siemens, the Centre of
Excellence in Maritime and Shipbuilding (CEMS) was
formed in view of demand of various industries within the
maritime sector, the current market scenario and the effect
and needs of Sagarmala projects. “For IRS it is a watershed
moment to be entering the area of skill development in
Maritime and Shipbuilding, both synergistic and
complementary,” Arun Sharma, Executive Chairman, said.
The centre will support various Indian shipyards for their
ship design needs for basic design and detailed working
design for production. It will also study the market needs
and develop appropriate ship designs catering to the
requirements for the development and growth of Indian
shipping considering the needs of ship owners and operators
in the country, the classiﬁcation society informed.

COSCO Shipping Energy Orders Seven Ships from
Dalian
Source: World Maritime News
20th November 2017

China’s Cosco Shipping Energy Transportation has
entered into agreements with Dalian Shipbuilding for the
construction of HKD 4.32 billion (USD 553 million) worth
of new ships. Under the deals, signed on November 20, the
company ordered four very large crude carriers (VLCCs) and
three Suezmax tankers. The new VLCCs are expected to be
delivered in August, October, December 2020 and March
2021, respectively. While the Suezmaxes are set to join their
owner in August and November 2020 and January 2021.

Tomini Shipping Orders Kamsarmax Trio
Source: World Maritime News
17th November 2017

UAE-based Tomini Shipping, the shipping subsidiary of
Tomini Group, has ordered three 82,000 dwt Kamsarmaxes
from the Chinese shipbuilder Taizhou Kouan Shipbuilding.
The vessels are scheduled for delivery in the second half of
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Cosco Shipping Energy Transportation said that an EGM
will be convened for the shareholders to consider and
approve the agreements. The company has announced the
proposed non-public issuance of A shares in an effort to
ﬁnance the tankers. If the sale of shares does not proceed,
the construction of the VLCCs and Suezmaxs is expected to
be funded by the company’s internal resources or other
means of ﬁnancing including bank borrowings. The
company said that it opted for the move as it is “optimistic
of the demand in the import crude oil transportation market
and its persistent growth in the coming years.”

breathing space. Looking ahead, pressure to restrain costs
will continue as many sectors remain overtonnaged and any
recovery will rely on fragile fundamentals. Hence, Drewry
expect costs under the immediate control of owners, such as
manning, spares, repairs & maintenance and management
& administration, to be tightly managed.
Alphaliner: Global Container Volumes Grow By
7.7% in Third Quarter
Source: World Maritime News
22nd November 2017

Ship Operating Costs Stabilise as Market Recovery
Lifts Pressure

Port volumes recorded a 7.7% rise in aggregate
throughput in the quarter ended September 30, growing at
their fastest pace since 2011, according to Alphaliner.
Through its survey, which covers more than 200 ports that
account for over 75% of global container volumes,
Alphaliner saw that the strong third-quarter growth ﬁgures
surpassed the growth rates of the previous two quarters,
which stood at 7.4% and 5.8%, respectively. Full year growth
estimate for 2017 has thus been adjusted upwards to 6.4%.
All regions posted improved year-on-year growth, led by
Latin American ports which recorded the highest growth
rate of 10% in the third quarter. The strong volumes
recovery could lead to a major revamp of Asia-South
America services in the coming months. Mexican ports led
the way with growth reaching 15.2% during the period, with
notable gains in Manzanillo, Lazaro Cardenas, Veracrus and
Altamira, while ports in Panama recorded an 11.1% gain.

Source: Drewry
20th November 2017

London, UK, 20 November 2017 – The cost of operating
cargo ships rose marginally in 2017 following two
consecutive years of falls, but shipowners should prepare for
higher costs led by a spike in insurance premiums, according
to the latest Ship Operating Costs Annual Review and
Forecast 2017/18 report published by global shipping
consultancy Drewry. After two years of marked decline,
average vessel operating costs stabilised in 2017 as pressure
on owners was lifted by a nascent recovery across most cargo
shipping markets. Trends in ship operating costs are heavily
linked to developments in the wider shipping market,
external cost pressures notwithstanding.
But the recovery has not been uniform across all sectors,
and risks remain. Despite a brighter economic outlook, the
industry is still weighed down by excess capacity, poor
proﬁtability and high levels of debt and many owners are
struggling to survive. Poor ﬁnancial returns have kept the
pressure on costs and we expect this to remain the case for
the foreseeable future. Drewry estimates that the average
daily operating cost across the 44 different ship types and
sizes covered in the report rose 0.9% in 2017, following a
7.5% fall over the previous two years (see graph below).
Costs rose for most cargo sectors, with the exception of
container shipping which achieved a third consecutive year
of cost reductions. The depressed state of shipping markets
has forced operators to focus on cost reduction as a means
of survival. In the past few years big savings have been
achieved in stores and spares, while many owners have been
forced to slash repair and maintenance spending, keeping
any work to an absolute minimum. Meanwhile, falling asset
values and excess capital for hull insurance have depressed
insurance premiums. Finally, owners’ largest cost head,
manning, has changed little in recent years as wage
increases have been kept to a minimum. “However, there are
limits to how long cost cutting can be sustained,” said
Drewry’s director of research products Martin Dixon. “This
is evident from the uptick in spending on stores & spares as
well as repairs and maintenance in 2017. Meanwhile, the
recovery in crude oil prices from the lows of 2015 has forced
up the cost of lubricants.” These factors have helped to
stabilise overall ship operating costs, while the early signs of
a recovery in many cargo markets have given owners some

Europe's Shipbuilding Industry Under Threat
Source: Maritime Executive
21st November 2017

A holistic industrial strategy for the European maritime
technology sector is urgently needed, according to an E.U.sponsored study. The Study on New Trends in Globalisation
in Shipbuilding and Marine Supplies – Consequences for
European Industrial and Trade Policy found that individual
shipbuilding nations in Europe seem too small and too weak
to cope with competitive pressure from Asia, where
countries have a targeted national shipbuilding strategy.
Hence, only a clear targeted E.U. shipbuilding policy
offering an integrated and uniﬁed approach towards
international competition will help Europe to cope with its
competitive and societal challenges. As an individual
shipbuilding and maritime technology nation, Germany
follow Korea, China, the U.S. and Japan in ﬁfth position.
Germany is followed by Norway in sixth position. The U.K.,
Italy and France follow in eighth, ninth and tenth position
respectively. During 2015-2016, the ordering of commodity
ships and offshore vessels has seen a dramatic reduction,
which has affected the big shipbuilding nations in Asia, in
particular, and put large parts of their industry at stake. In
contrast, Europe has moved into a more comfortable
position over the last three years when looking at the value
of their shipbuilding orderbook because of its concentration
on special high-tech and high value ships.
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India, South Korea Struggle to Seal Rs 32,000-Cr
Minesweeper Deal

Lack of Capacity Withdrawal on Asia-Europe
Trades Risks Weak Contract Rates

Source: Hindustan Times
22nd November 2017

Source: AWOT
22nd November 2017

A Rs 32,640-crore project to ﬁll gaps in the navy’s mine
warfare capability has hit commercial complications, with
India and South Korea struggling to hammer out a deal to
build mine-counter measure vessels (MCMVs, or
minesweepers) in the country, Hindustan Times has learnt.
Navies deploy minesweepers to secure harbours by locating
and destroying mines. Twelve MCMVs are to be built at Goa
Shipyard Limited (GSL) in collaboration with Korea‘s
Kangnam Corporation under the Make in India programme.
India was hoping to sign the contract in August 2016. “Some
commercial issues have delayed the deal. We are working
diligently to resolve those issues,” GSL chairman Rear
Admiral Shekhar Mital told HT. “It is important to address
each other’s concerns in such complex programmes.” The
navy needs to swiftly scale up its mine warfare capability. Its
present mine counter-measure force consists of six vessels
bought from the erstwhile Soviet Union in the late 1970s.
Navy ofﬁcers said the force requires an estimated 24
minesweepers to secure major harbours in the country.

ASIA-EUROPE freight rates increased slightly at the end
of October, however, they are now 30 per cent below the
level recorded at the end of June since decreasing during the
peak season. Drewry is now warning that shipping lines are
putting their contract prospects on the trade lane at risk if
they don't move soon to withdraw capacity to halt the
decline in spot rates. The weekly rate movements of the
Shanghai Shipping Exchange's SCFI - tracked by JOC.com's
Market Data Hub - shows that after reaching US$951 per
TEU on June 30, the rate declined steadily before rising
slightly in the week of October 23 to $744 per TEU. Spot
rates on Asia-Europe remain below the level seen during the
same week in 2016, reported IHS Media. Yet despite the
steadily falling rates and contract negotiations that are
already underway with some Asia-Europe shippers, carriers
have yet to announce any service suspensions for the slack
season. "One of the cornerstones of our assessment that
carriers will improve proﬁtability next year in spite of a
heavy burden of new ships is that we expected them to
demonstrate the same level of capacity management skills
as they have in the recent past," Drewry noted in its
Container Insight Weekly. However, the analyst said there
has been a complete lack of service suspension
announcements for the traditional shipping slack season in
the fourth and ﬁrst quarters.

The scenario is likely to worsen in the coming years as
the existing minesweeper ﬂeet is on its way to be
decommissioned by next year. The navy would be without a
single minesweeper till 2021, warned a March 2017
parliamentary report on the alarming decline in naval force
levels. Navy sources said any further delay in closing the deal
would mean that the navy could be without minesweepers
even beyond 2021. The construction of the ﬁrst vessel is
supposed to begin in April 2018, and deliveries of all 12
MCMVs are to be completed between 2021 and 2026. The
vessels are expected to have 60% indigenous content. GSL
has spent hundreds of crores on creating infrastructure to
kick off construction of the vessels.

"That would be understandable if demand and freight
rates were strong, but that isn't the case now as spot prices
on the east-west trading routes have been on a downwards
spiral for a number of months. This situation is most
signiﬁcant in the Asia-Europe corridor where annual
contract negotiations are already underway. Every weekly
deﬂation to spot rates further weakens carriers' negotiating
position." There are strange forces at work on Asia-Europe
this year, however. Not even double-digit export volume
increases at China ports could support a steady round of rate
hike attempts that carriers made through the peak season.
Alphaliner has reported that despite the strong peak season,
there were no reports of space shortages, with carriers
instead adding multiple extra loaders to meet additional
demand. That appears to have effectively undermined
efforts by the shipping lines to boost rates and suggests a
tough fourth quarter lies ahead. Drewry said on the key
westbound Asia to North Europe route, ship utilisation has
trended upwards since October 2016, while spot rates have
headed in the opposite direction. This, the analyst said,
heavily implies that there is some element of undercutting
occurring in the market.

KDB To Offer Refund Guarantee for Stx Offshore’s
11 Ship Orders
Source: Pulse
24th November 2017

State-owned Korea Development Bank (KDB) offered
refund guarantee on orders of 11 vessels that STX Offshore
& Shipbuilding Co. has won this year on the condition that
the company carries out restructuring including a 30
percent cut in ﬁxed costs. A senior ofﬁcial at KDB said on
Tuesday the state lender and the creditors of STX Offshore
& Shipbuilding decided to give the shipbuilder the last
chance to normalize its operation as it plays an important
role in the nation’s shipbuilding industry and makes
contributions to regional economy and job market. The bank
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within this week will issue refund guarantee for 11 ship
orders – including options to build four ships – STX secured
during July to September. KDB is reported to have made the
decision after taking into account of the STX’s ﬁnancial
status and request from the local government of South
Gyeongsang Province in which the shipbuilder is
headquartered. Thanks to the court-led reorganization
program which STX began last year and graduated from in
July this year, the repayment due for its debt worth 1.1
trillion won ($1 billion) has been extended to 2022.
According to sources, STX owns about 150 billion won in its
cash reserve and can afford to secure up to 300 billion won
through asset sales. KDB’s refund guarantee, which is
essential in new shipbuilding agreement, will be issued with
the shipbuilder’s 150 billion won worth cash assets chained
as the collateral. In exchange for the issuance of the refund
guarantee, the state bank asked the shipbuilder to lay out a
strict self-rescue scheme including a 30 percent cost cut,
downsizing and wage freeze, according to sources. STX is
expected to ﬁnd ways to streamline other than a massive
layoff as it needs workers to build ships, sources said. The
management and labor union of STX recently pledged to do
their best to implement the rescue plan to KDB.

“Developing our sector deal is a natural evolution of
Maritime UK’s role – bringing our diverse industries
together, to collaborate and deliver growth,” says Ben
Murray, manager of the organisation. “There are a number
of really exciting proposals being developed from across the
entire maritime sector and the deal will integrate these into
a coherent plan – matching industry offers with government
support to boost UK maritime productivity, competitiveness
and exports,” he continues. The sector deal process is
iterative and proposals will be brought forward in phases,
but all being well the foundation sector deal will be
developed by Easter 2018. Discussions are underway with
the Department for Transport (DfT) and Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), including
government ofﬁce for science. The next meeting of the
ministerial working group on maritime growth will brief
ministers on the sector deal’s progress.

Striking a Sector Deal for Maritime

Diana Shipping Inc., a global shipping company
specializing in the ownership of dry bulk vessels, announced
that, through a separate wholly-owned subsidiary, it has
entered into a time charter contract with SwissMarine
Services S.A., Geneva, for one of its Capesize dry bulk
vessels, the m/v Norfolk. The gross charter rate is
US$13,250 per day, minus a 5% commission paid to third
parties, for a period of minimum twenty-one (21) months to
maximum twenty-four (24) months. The charter is expected
to commence on December 1, 2017. The m/v Norfolk is
currently chartered, as previously announced, to Traﬁgura
Maritime Logistics Pte. Ltd., Singapore, at a gross charter
rate of US$12,000 per day, minus a 5% commission paid to
third parties.

Source: UK Chamber of Shipping
24th November 2017

Maritime industry leaders from across the UK are
working to ensure that the sector is at the heart of the
government’s industrial strategy. In January this year, the
Government published its green paper ‘Building our
industrial strategy’. The paper challenges sectors to come
forward with proposals that will help the UK build
competitive advantage over its international rivals; enhance
productivity, address shortfalls in skills and advance
developments in technology. The Government has said it
will work with sectors that organise themselves behind
“strong leadership” – including universities and regional
leaders – to help deliver “transformational” change across
the UK. The UK’s maritime sector has rallied itself and work
on its proposal is gathering pace. Industry promotional body
Maritime UK is working with the University of Southampton
to coordinate the sector bid as a whole. Individual Maritime
UK members, including the UK Chamber of Shipping, are
developing proposals for different areas for inclusion within
the overall bid. Broadly, the maritime sector deal will aim to
boost productivity, competitiveness, growth, jobs and
exports. These will likely be driven by four ‘pillars’
comprising innovation and technology; the national
shipbuilding strategy, regional growth and skills. Much of
this work will require focused research and development
(R&D), which would be provided via the proposed Maritime
Research & Innovation UK, an organisation that has been
recommended as part of the sector bid. The organisation
would coordinate the sector’s R&D and innovation,
encouraging different parts of the sector to collaborate in
order to boost growth. Increasing exports will also be part of
the plan, and the maritime sector will look at how the UK
can use trade and investment deals to its beneﬁt.

Diana Shipping Inc. Announces Time Charter
Contract for m/v Norfolk With Swiss marine
Source: Diana Shipping Inc
25th November 2017

COSCO Eyes Logistics Buyouts in Singapore
Source: The Sea News
28th November 2017

COSCO Shipping International has launched a US$364
million cash buyout of Cogent Holdings, a Singaporean
logistics company, while it also considers buying Indonesian
shipping and logistics company PT Ocean Global. Analysts
have long said Cosco would look to invest into the logistics
sector, especially after abandoning its shipyard business,
reported London's Port Technology. Cosco's ﬁnancial
adviser for the deal, the Bank of China, will extend a
multimillion loan facility to part fund the takeover, said the
Business Times. Cosco Shipping recently reported a third
quarter 16.6 year on year-on-year throughput increase.The
best performing segment in 2017 for Cosco thus far is the
group's overseas ports, which had the biggest quarterly
volume increase at 43.5 per cent. State-owned Cosco owns
1,114 ships, including 365 dry bulk vessels, a container ﬂeet
with a capacity of 1,580,000

Maritime Environment
Maersk: Why Shipping Must Show More Ambition
to Tackle Climate Change
Source: Maersk
17th November 2017

As world leaders talk climate change solutions at COP23
in Bonn, the maritime industry edges closer to determining
shipping’s fair share of reducing carbon emissions. Raising
the ambition for global regulation remains crucial to ensure
shipping’s contribution to reach the Paris Agreement’s goal
of staying below 2°C temperature rise. 90% of global trade
travels by sea. Without international shipping, the modern
world wouldn’t be able to exchange goods at a level that
creates economic opportunities for a growing population.
However, it remains a global challenge to boost growth
and trade while reducing the impacts of climate change.
While shipping is often the most efﬁcient way of moving
goods over long distances, the industry must step up its
efforts to pollute less. The maritime industry emitted close
to 1000 million tonnes of CO2 in 2012, representing about
2.2% of global CO2 emissions. Depending on future
development, this could rise to 15% by 2050, according to a
2016 study by the Danish Shipowner’s Association (DSA)
and UCL Energy Institute. This makes the sector pivotal in
bringing down global emissions. COP23 represents another
clear-cut opportunity to take negotiations further and raise
the bar for the commitment of shipping in 2018 and beyond.
The industry can improve efﬁciency by up to 75% through
operational measures and current technology, according to
the International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
But achieving it demands a higher level of ambition than
outlined in the current roadmap for 2017–2023, based on
both technical, operational and economic measures –
without punishing early movers and with clear incentives to
develop new solutions. As a company, we are reaching a
point where it will be more and more challenging to drive
signiﬁcant reductions on our own. Efﬁciency measures are
drying out and it’s an industry challenge to drive the needed
innovation in new propulsion technologies. More than ever,
we need global regulation to ensure a level playing ﬁeld and
a transition with the biggest possible environmental impact.
ESPO
Welcomes
the
Agreement
Between
Parliament and Council Setting a Deadline for
Global Solution on Co2 from Shipping
Source: ESPO
17th November 2017

Last week, the European Parliament and the Council
reached an agreement with regard to the CO2 emissions
from shipping and agreed to align any EU action with the

IMO timeline. This compromise is a part of the ﬁrst reading
agreement on the review of the EU Emission Trading
Scheme (ETS) Directive. The agreed text wants the IMO to
introduce an ambitious emission reduction target and
accompanying measures by 2023. In particular, the
agreement sets two milestones by saying that an IMO
emission reduction target in 2018 as part of its initial
strategy has become a matter of urgency and that action
either at IMO or EU should start from 2023.
In parallel, the agreement introduces a regular screening
of the process at IMO level. The Commission should report
at least once a year to the European Parliament and the
Council on any progress achieved. Moreover, the European
legislators stress that the ambitious emission reduction
objective at IMO level will have to be consistent with the well
below 2°C objective agreed under the Paris Agreement. “We
welcome the agreement between the Parliament and the
Council. The IMO is by far the right place to introduce a
target and measures for shipping emissions. We need global
action but we need it on time. There is a sense of urgency in
order for the sector to contribute to the Paris objective to
keep the increase of global temperature well below two
degrees. We believe that in that context ﬁve years for
achieving an agreement at global level is more than enough.
The regular reporting should also help the EU and its
Member States to sound the alarm if insufﬁcient progress is
made” says ESPO’s Secretary General, Isabelle Ryckbost.
The EU and national climate measures that are currently
being developed to implement the Paris Agreement, will
oblige ports to reduce the carbon footprint of their landbased activities. These efforts should be accompanied by
measures covering emissions generated at sea. The
environmental reputation of the maritime and port sector is
at stake. Moreover, ports, coastal cities and their local
communities are amongst the most vulnerable to extreme
weather conditions resulting from global warming. ESPO
therefore believes that on the basis of available scientiﬁc
evidence, the IMO needs to strengthen its efforts and submit
an initial reduction target to the stock-take process of the
Paris Agreement in 2018 accompanied by short-term
measures. By 2023, IMO should introduce the necessary
target and measures to bend down the CO2 emissions curve.
In this context, ESPO supported the paper co-sponsored by
IAPH at IMO.

Miscellaneous
The Best Weapon
Prevention

Against

Cyber-Attacks

involved in total, the International Labour Organization
(ILO) told World Maritime News.

is

Furthermore, ﬁgures from this year, as of July 31, show
that 28 abandonment cases were reported, involving 339
seafarers. However, HRAS claims that this is not true as
many cases being tackled by the charity have not been
included in the database.

Source: The Medi Telegraph
24th November 2017

The insurance policies that are in use in the shipping
industry “are taking on the cyber risks that could strike this
sector,” said Alessandro Morelli, the COO of SIAT
Assicurazioni, the Unipolsai Group company that specialises
in the maritime sector. The issue of new risks that come from
the digital world, even in the maritime sector, was one of the
matters dealt with on Monday in Genoa at the Fourth Forum
organised by The Meditelegraph and Il Secolo XIX.

When Shipping Petroleum, Air Pollution and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Costs More than
Accidents
Source: Carnegie Mellon University
22th November 2017

Indian Captain Lived Alone on Tanker for A Year

While the policy debate surrounding crude oil
transportation costs has emphasized accidents and spills, a
new study by Carnegie Mellon University and University of
Pittsburgh researchers indicates the debate is overlooking a
far more serious external cost—air pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions.

Source: World Maritime News
23rd November 2017

An Indian captain was left to his own devices for a year
on board an oil tanker Hamed 2, which was abandoned by
its owner in the waters of the United Arab Emirates. Nirmal
Singh Rawat, 27, revealed in an interview with the
GulfNews, that he was left without basic provisions and even
drinking water on a ship anchored ﬁve nautical miles away
from the shore on the border of Sharjah and Ajman. The ship
didn’t even have electricity as its engines and generator had
broken down. “I used to eat once in three days…and once I
had to stay for 50 hours without even drinking water in the
peak of the summer,” Rawat said. He joined the ship in
November 2016 and was promised a salary of USD 2,000.
However, shortly after he discovered that the remaining
eight crew members of the ship were owed salaries for over
17 months and that he would not be paid. As revealed by
Rawat, the remaining crew members agreed to sign off and
go back home without receiving their salaries. Nevertheless,
he said that, as a captain, he couldn’t have abandoned the
ship just like that without getting what he was owed.

Heinz College of Information Systems and Public Policy
Professors of Economics and Public Policy Karen Clay and
Akshaya Jha, the Department of Engineering and Public
Policy and Tepper School of Business Lester and Judith Lave
Professor of Economics Nicholas Muller, and the University
of Pittsburgh Department of Economics Associate Professor
Randall Walsh, presented their ﬁndings in the working
paper titled, “The External Costs of Transporting Petroleum
Products by Pipelines and Rail: Evidence From Shipments
of Crude Oil from North Dakota,” recently published by The
National Bureau of Economic Research. According to Clay,
their estimates indicate the costs are more than twice as
large for rail and more than eight times as large for pipelines.
For policymakers, study’s ﬁndings are key to helping
address the external costs that ﬁrms impose in a variety of
ways, including taxes and/or policies that would make
pipelines easier to build. The team’s results suggest that
further research on the air pollution and greenhouse gas
emissions costs of transporting crude oil and other
petroleum products is necessary.

The Indian captain was ﬁnally repatriated with the help
of an Indian social worker Girish Pant who appealed to the
Indian Consulate and UAE Federal Transport Authority
(FTA). Rawat’s ordeal ﬁnally came to an end today as he ﬂew
home to Dehradun in Uttarakhan state. The FTA is working
on curbing the crew abandonment practices in its waters
that have seen over 200 Indian sailors abandoned in just last
six months. To that end, FTA ofﬁcials announced that they
would push for the UAE to ratify the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006. The move comes on the heels of an
October ban imposed on the ships of India-based LPG
shipowning company Varun, a repeat offender when it
comes to seafarer abandonment cases in UAE ports and
waters. Over the last ﬁve years, 12 to 19 crew abandonment
incidents were reported annually and 1,013 seafarers were
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